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THE PHI OF PSI UPSILON.

CHAPTER L

which is mainly introductory.

About the time when the University of Michigan was graduating
its first class�'45�two secret societies made their appearance in that

young but ambitious and aggressive institution. One of these fratemi
ties had been founded only four years before at Union College by the

somewhat festive and altogether ill-fated Philip Spencer ; the other was.
a Westem society formed at Miami University in 1839, and destined at

Ann Arbor to a celebrity and a good fortune that it never attained
elsewhere�for it afterwards became a chapter of Psi Upsilon. In

1846 Alpha Delta Phi entered the University. Three years later a

singular correspondence sprang up between the Lambda Chapter of
Beta Theta Pi (the Western society just referred to) and a student at

Dartmouth College, the latter taking the initiative. He wanted a copy
of the constitution of Alpha Delta Phi, which invaluable document, he
averred, was according to common report possessed by the Occidental
rival of the Star and Crescent. The supposed keepers seem to have

desired further information betore committing themselves ; for another

letter, also written in 1849 by the same person, answers several inquiries.
and becomes much more explicit.
He informs his distant correspondents that he is a member of Psi

Upsilon, explaining the absence of his name from the catalogue (which,
he says, he sends) by saying that his class ('50) had not been initiated
when the list was printed. " The Alpha Delta Phi " (to use his words)>
"though recently established here has become very powerful," and he

intimates that this strong rival, having by some means obtained a'copy
of the Psi Upsilon constitution, is nefariously but advantageously using
it as an electioneering argument. So he would fight the devil with

fire, and thinks the Ann Arbor enemy of the sons of Samuel Eells.

should assist him in his laudable purpose, particularly because, as he
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says, no conflict can ever arise between Psi Upsilon and themselves
seeing that the Eastern colleges are already crowded with fraternities
and that Psi Upsilon does not care to go West.
We are left in ignorance as to whether this ingenuous and enterpris

ing young man did or did not get what he wanted. I suspect he did
get the alleged constitution, and that he discovered�as others equally
acute and more honest have since discovered after similar quests that
the document did not wholly agree with the original. At any rate if
he did obtain it, he had excellent opportunities to test its correspondence
with the fundamental law of Alpha Delta Phi; for he was a member
of that ancient order. His name,

" withheld out of regard for the
feelings of his family," may be found in numerous catalogues of the
society mentioned. Undoubtedly his request was made for the sake
of ascertaining the truth of one of those unfounded rumors that spread
from college to college, and he supposed a neatly devised falsehood
would answer his purpose better than a disclosure of his real member
ship. Whether the end he sought justified the means he took is a

question with which casuists must wrestle. Suffice it to say here that
from that time Psi Upsilon became a subject of discussion in the society
to which his letters were addressed; the letters themselves were preserved in the archives of the order, and probably suggested the sendingto the Dartmouth Psi Upsilons of the petition to be mentioned here
after.*
But the Michigan societies for a time had enough to do at home

The authorities of the University began to wage war upon secret asso
ciations. They sent out letters of inquiry to numerous college presidents, and received answers (copies of which are before the writer)!that would fumish forth half-a-dozen anti-secret publications- did those
who compile such works know enough to search for interesting matter.

*The Michigan side of the correspoi^^^i^^T^^^anaged by the lateThomas 8 Blackmar, Esq. ('49), afterwards a lawyer in Detroit a per-

himt nnhi:Wt" �' ^'^ ^^^^^" -'^^^^' -^* -^-- also Se wr^rHimself in his boyhood was acquainted.
t The then President of Amherst College, writing under date of July 11,

mttrerw^ThZf^w'^ti^i^^S- " ^� -^- -T-" ^^

member ^;,nH Tn� � 1,- ,r 7 ^^^'^"^S' *�"^ his own son was at the time a

when hi^on became ) "''' ^'^^ "^^^ '^ ^^^ -^--e revivifiedwaen nis son became a professor at Amherst !
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Well, the societies at Ann Arbor, after much tribulation, triumphed
through the aid of the State Legislature. The University was re

modelled, its form of government was changed, the great Chancellor

Tappan assumed control, and the fraternities were allowed to live or

�die as they deserved. StUl, the storm had had its effects. The Sigma
Phi, which had granted a charter to some students just before the war

broke out, stopped it in transitu, as the lawyers say, and did not renew
it until 1858. The Western society alluded to as the future germ of
Psi Upsilon at Ann Arbor was completely broken up, making no initia
tions from 1850 to 1853 inclusive. In 1854 the chapter was re-or

ganized, and seems to have made a petition to Psi Upsilon one of its
first enterprises, for one of our heirlooms from the deceased Beta
Theta Pi is a letter from our Zeta Chapter acknowledging the receipt
of an application from Michigan, and stating that the matter would be

brought before the proper authorities.
In the records of the Twenty-first Convention (held in New York

city, June 29, 30, 1854) we read that Brother Hammond (Gamma) pre
sented the following :

"Resolved�That the admission of the chapter proposed at Michigan
University be referred to the several chapters of the Fraternity, with the rec-

ommendation'of the Convention that the application be favorably received."

Upon this Theta, Delta, Gamma, Lambda, Psi, and Xi voted aye,
while Beta, Sigma, Zeta, and Alpha were recorded in the negative.
�Of course this practically settled the matter. It would be idle to dis
cuss the motives or the wisdom of those who formed the minority ; but
it is well enough to remember that in 1854 the University was just en
tering upon her great career, and had not yet fully established her pre
eminence above the innumerable Western colleges. So the " echo of
the trump of fame " was not to resound immediately in the pleasant
streets of Ann Arbor !

Perhaps the rejection was not altogether an unmixed evil. Speak
ing from an acquaintance with the applicants after they had became

alumni, it must be admitted that they were rather an " unclubable " set ;

certainly they were not the equals of those who formed the original
chapter in 1845. Yet when one realizes that the Phi of Psi Upsilon
would now be ten years older, and that its roll would now contain

nearly one hundred more names,�to say nothing of the fact that our

presence might have prevented rivals of less repute from gaining a

foot-hold,�it is hard to refrain from counting this refusal among the
few mistakes committed by the Fraternity.
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The growing renown of the University soon attracted more societies;
Delta Kappa Epsilon and Delta Phi appeared in 1855, Sigma Phi and
Zeta Psi in 1858. That six representatives of the Eastern system had
at this eariy day placed chapters at Ann Arbor, while a considerable
majority of the branches of a seventh favored the same course, is a

significant fact. Prior to 1859 there were in the whole West�outside
of Michigan�only six chapters of Eastern societies.

Perhaps it may be well to give some brief sketches of the fraternities
with which our predecessor at Ann Arbor was to deal during the next

ten years. Chi Psi at Michigan, as elsewhere, then as in later times,
cared nothing for scholarship. Her early members were bright, active
fellows, some of whom have gained high distinction in political life ;
but before twelve years had passed her constituency began to take the
form it since has held,�a little knot of " fast " youths, frequently, though
by no means always, of fair social position, and having apparently just
two aims, viz., to have as " high " a time and to study as little as pos
sible. Of course one has to speak very generally, with numerous ex

ceptions in mind.

Alpha Delta Phi used to strive for scholarship and for power. To

quote the words of a Chi Psi graduate now in prominent judicial station,
she " did not seem to care whether her sons were congenial or not,
provided only they were strongmen." In later times this policy has
been modified or abandoned, but the prestige of the society and the
fine house just built, must always keep the chapter in the front rank.
The Omicron of Delta Kappa Epsilon was organized by some neu

trals in the class of '56, whom a society -man of that day describes as
" a plain set ofmen." For some years the chapter was very large and

very miscellaneous (the Palladium of June, i860, gives D. K. E. thirty-
eight undergraduates, a larger membership than any other society has
ever had), but in 1863, or thereabouts, a change came, and since 1868
the society has been one of the leaders, while on her roll have been num

bered many splendid men. A very pretty " temple " or closed house
was built by the Omicron in 1878.
Delta Phi was always small, lacked courage, principle, and brain,

lived precariously, and finally died in 1875, having existed just twenty
years, and having initiated about one hundred members.
Sigma Phi was from the first a society of aristocratic proclivities, and

for a long time succeeded in drawing into her sanctuary a good many
nch or supposedly rich young fellows, particulariy from the city of De
troit, but this source of supply was lost through a series of stupid
blunders. For several years the future looked dark, the membership
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grew small, nor were the morals of the chapter improved by adversity.
By the help of the alumni a chapter-house has been purchased, and the

chapter is now reasonably prosperous.
Zeta Psi was a pretty large chapter at the start, showing for several

years a membership of twenty or twenty-five members. Of it one

might say as does the " Bab " ballad of Full Private James,
" No characteristic trait had he

Of any distinctive kind.
"

There were some good scholars and bright men in her ranks, asso
ciated with whom were others neither scholarly nor bright. In 1868
several of her members in the class of '70 were expelled for circulating
an atrocious "mock programme" of Sophomore exhibition; then fol
lowed a great internal row, numerous resignations took place, and

everybody thought the end had come. In the great classes of '72 and

'73 the chapter had no representatives ; revival ensued, when the few
members in '74, '75, and '76 began to "put on airs" and to assume

the lost and peculiar place of Sigma Phi, a contract much too large
for the contractors. The chapter is now very small, and has very little
influence.

Against all these opponents the solitary Western society had a hard

struggle. Its connections were so inferior that it might much better
have been a local fraternity. By hard work, and by taking students

who, though at first somewhat unpromising, made the most of their op
portunities and became leaders, a very respectable position was main
tained ; but relatively, it is said, the chapter began to lose ground. It

was divided into two cliques, or at least it embraced men of different
tendencies�the scholars, whose names it is now unnecessary to men

tion, and the " sports," whose names are dead.
The intemperate element disappeared toward the clos e of the rebe

lion, leaving the society composed of quiet, thoughtful men, influential
in college politics, and respected by their fellow-students. Warned by
the growing strength of their chief enemies, these men began to renew

the old overtures to Psi Upsilon. In the minutes of our convention
of 1863 we find that a committee of three were appointed to go to

Ann Arbor and look into the feasibility of the chapter plan ; and a

formal�this time successful�application was made to the Thirty-first
Convention, which was held at Hamilton College, July 19 and 20,

1864. Over this body the Rev. Samuel Hawley Adams (Psi, '63), now
a resident of Ann Arbor, and father of one of the late initiates of the

Phi, presided.
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It is now necessary to roll back a littie the wheels of time. It may
be imagined that a step so momentous as the transfer of a chapter's.
allegiance from one fraternity to another, though not lacking prece

dents, was not taken without argument and opposition. The writer

has reason to believe that the Ann Arbor delegates to the poorly-at
tended and rather informal conventions of the Beta Theta Pi raised

perhaps undesignedly�certain hopes in the breasts of their com

rades from the weaker colleges that they were not justified in exciting,
and that they must have known�or at any rate soon learned�could

never be gratified. Perhaps from this sprang the absurd or the deliberate

falsehood,�according as one judges the promulgator to be a fool or a

knave�that Psi Upsilon attempted to form a union with Beta Theta

Pi. Whatever may have been the errors of our Fraternity, it has not,
we believe, been charged with a tendency to undue expansion; it has not
loved with passionate adoration the " ambitious and half-starved little

colleges that spend their time in issuing catalogues and in gasping for

breath in various parts of the country,"* and some of its members have

even been heard to say that the students of such colleges are usually
as undesirable as their alma maters. That the old and proud Psi Upsi
lon should have sought such an unworthy alliance is ridiculous. Most

certainly the Fraternity was not responsible for anything said by those
who at the time were by no means certain to bbtain its privileges. But
this much we know ; the chapter of Beta Theta Pi at Westem Re

serve�undoubtedly the leading branch next Michigan�^joined with
the latter in its petition in 1864. The convention approved the joint
request, but as the colleges had closed for the summer nothing more

could be done.
In the following autumn, John Barnes Root, then a Senior, was.

sent as a special ambassador to the various chapters of Psi Upsilon. It
is related that Root's comrades gave hira all their spare cash, and that

they also contributed articles that might make his wardrobe more

recherche and effective. A railroad accident would have worked seri
ous loss to the future Phi m several respects ! An alumnus who well
remembers Mr. Root's visit to his college says that he was tall and
rather shm, had a mature, thoughtful face, spoke very forcibly, and
made an excellent impression. Certainly no one who knew him or

what he did can question his shrewdness or his perseverance. He
stopped at Gambler on his return from the East, made sure of the

* Professor Moses Coit Tyler in his sketch of Michigan University.
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lota's consent, and then, determined to get into the true fold at once,
�lest some accident should bar his Michigan constituency�he per
suaded the chapter to initiate him.

So, in the cold and darkness of that December night, this indefatiga
ble and experienced neophyte, this forerunner of hundreds of Psi Upsi
lons, was led from the stone walls of Kenyon through the forest to the

little lodge where " lota's beacon " glows. One of the then Sopho
mores relates that the procession retumed at a very early hour in the

morning, and that their worthy brother. Professor James Kent Stone,
called upon every Psi Upsilon in his Latin class to recite, asking un

usually " searching " questions ; whereupon each and every man igno-
miniously " fizzled." But the professor afterwards told the boys that,
as the whole college knew of their midnight excursion, it was necessary
for him to put on an appearance of severity, yet not quite so necessary to
mark down their averages, which, in fact, he had forgotten to do !

In due time the traveller reached Ann Arbor, " reported progress,"
and, with his associates, awaited results. Meanwhile there was trouble
on the banks of the Huron. Some of the graduates of the Beta Theta
Pi (nearly all belonging to the undesirable " sporting " faction alluded
to some distance back) heard of the movement, and shrewdly surmising
that they were not of the elect put their heads together to defeat it.

They succeeded in gaining over one weak undergraduate. This gen
tleman, who, though nominally a Senior, was classed in the catalogue
as an " optional " student, and who never received a diploma, wrote to

Root withdrawing his consent, and then held a " meeting " wherein he
" expelleS " his fourteen companions. After reviving from the shock of
this rude and possibly irregular dismissal from the society which they
had been struggling during many months to leave, our forefathers

generously surrendered the furniture and other movables�a part of
which at least had been purchased with their money�turned over the
documents (except the few that made reference to Psi Upsilon), and
looked with renewed anxiety for good tidings from the East.*

They were rewarded. Some of the chapters voted favorably for
both Michigan and Westem Reserve, but the latter did not obtain
unanimous approval. A letter from our Lambda (Columbia) Chapter,

* The disappointed students keptup their organization (it is said they
were

" expelled" by their society, but this is very doubtful), and finally be
came the present Beta Chi Chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon. The money

they had contributed to Mr.Root's mission was refunded by the Michigan
men.
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dated January 8, 1865, says:�"We deny the request of Western Re
serve, but heartily assent to that of the men you represent." Perhaps
the views of the Fraternity at large on the question of a chapter in
Michigan are fully covered by the following extract from a letter written
by the Xi Chapter :

" The wish has frequently been expressed that there should be a chapter
of Psi Upsilon established in an institution of such promise as the University
of Michigan. We saw, however, that the ground was pre-occupied, and
as our policy has always been to add no poor chapters to our number even
in a good college, we have made no effort to establish a chapter of the poorer
men who were left out of the other societies.* We therefore regarded with
much favor the unexpected opportunity offered by the projected dissolution
of your former organization. "

This letter is in the hand-writing of George Lewis Westgate, now
professor of history and political economy inWesleyan University. The
Gamma Chapter�Jan. 9, 1865�wrote :�

"The vote was favorable. We are quite anxious to learn what is the
state of matters with you, whether you have given up your Constitution, or
are still members of the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity. Tell of your success,
and write us fully, for we are warmly interested in you and your project."
At last the twelve branches were heard from ; all said " aye

" this time ;
the necessary prehminaries were arranged; and Clifford Beakes Ros-
sell (Iota, '65) was deputed to install the fourteenth chapter of Psi Up
sdon. This he did at Ann Arbor, on the evening of the twenty-sixth
day of January, in the year of Grace one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-five, and of the Fraternity the thirty-second. On his return he
wrote this letter :

DEAR BROTHER :

" ^"^^^"^ COLLEGE, Jan. 29, 1865.
I reached here in safety last night. Shortly after I came we had a meet-

mg, and I gave the boys a full account ofmy visit to Ann Arbor; they were

perfectiy.satisfied with my statements, and expressed great satisfaction that
the matter was favorably concluded. While I was with you the fellows here
had a visit from an old Beta Theta Pi ofDetroit named Baxter. He attemptedto persuade them to negative your chapter, and, if the truth must be told,
represented you all in the most unfavorable light * * * I soon set the fel
lows straight, and denied all that Baxter had said, so that all he accom-

* How;startling is the contrast between this policy and that of most other

the'mSrraU '" ' ^� '''""' '� ^' '� �'^^''^'' '^^P'""' ^^*�^' '^^^'^ '�
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plished was to leave an unfavorable impression of himself behind him * * *

The boys here send kind regards to their new brothers, in which I most

heartily join. With many thanks for the kind attention shown me, and

which made my visit to Ann Arbor so pleasant,
I remain

Your brother in Psi U.,

C. B. ROSSELL."

CHAPTER II.

THE FIRST DECADE.

The men to whom the infantile fortunes of our order in Michigan
were entrusted numbered four Seniors, two Juniors, four Sopho
mores, and four Freshmen. Their photographs, which, arranged
in an oval around a Psi U. monogram, hang in a gilt frame on the wall of
the smoking-room of the chapter house, show them to have been con

siderably older than the average student of the present day, and bear

ample testimony�if the face shows forth the mind�to their mental

powers. Probably the ladies would vote for Cornelius as the hand
somest man. Albert M. Henry, then a Sophomore, now a well-known

lawyer, and one of the finest-looking citizens of Detroit, gets scant

justice in the portrait, while Edward L. Walter, would have no trouble
at all in securing a better photograph as professor ofmodern languages
in the University than that taken as a Freshman twenty years ago.
Of Root we have spoken. He went into the seed business, and died

at Rockford, 111., nine years ago. A. J. Aldrich, another Senior, whose
labors for the new movement, though less conspicuous, were fully as

great as those of Brother Root, and whose contribution of money was

very liberal, is now the editor of the Coldwater Semi- Weekly Republican.
Barnes became a lawyer, and was at one time a member of the Illi
nois Legislature. Cornelius, the fourth Senior, has spent most of his
life in teaching. Of the Juniors, Mudge is practicing law with success

in Brooklyn, and Hubbard is a resident ofNew York city. Maris, then
a Sophomore, one of our most loyal alumni, has become prominent as
a teacher in Pennsylvania. Mercer, who afterwards left college to re

turn and graduate with '71, also became a teacher. Jackson is in busi
ness in Philadelphia. Carter, one of the Freshmen, is a lawyer in
Chicago, as was also Cresswell, who died in 1870. Pennell has achieved

great local fame, becoming sheriff of his county, and thus earning a
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distinction that none of his brothers ever enjoyed ! Walter, whose
name comes last on the list, could not be present at the installation,
and was initiated two days later. Alone of the founders has he shone
forth in song ; his are the lines beginning, "When comes the mild

September."
The part taken by graduates in the establishment of the chapter must

not be overlooked. The resident alumni and a few others�members
of the old society in the classes of '6i, '62, '6^,, and '64, were in thor

ough sympathy with the new departure. Among these were Charies
K. Adams, now professor of history; Martin L. D'Ooge, now pro
fessor ofGreek, and President of the American Philological Society ;
that accomphshed scholar and gentleman. Dr. Henry M. Hurd,Medical
Superintendent of the Eastern Michigan Insane Asylum; Dr. George
C. Palmer ; O. W. Coolidge, a prominent lawyer of Niles, Michigan ;
the lamented Arthur Everett, whose labors for the chapter should be
named with those of Aldrich and Root; and Schuyler Grant, Esq., of
Detroit. All were initiated within a short time after the foundation,
nor have they allowed the circumstance that the charter was not grant
ed until they had left college to interfere with their zealous support of
chapter and fratemity.
It must not be supposed that all the graduate members of the old

chapter were admitted to the new. This would have defeated one of
the chief objects of the change. Most of the early alumni were

thought to know so little of the purposes of Psi Upsilon as to render
them neither useful nor desirable. Professor James Craig Watson

('57)) who, by the way, was not a member of any society in his college
life (having been admitted to Beta Theta Pi in 1858), was initiated in
1869, and the Hon. O. M. Barnes ('50), the leading Democratic poli
tician in Michigan, became a member in June, 1879. In all, twenty-
nine members of the former organization have been introduced into
our order, each for a special and important reason.
Since 1858 no new society had appeared at Ann Arbor. The col

lege world knew that something was about to happen, for all but one
of the " Beta " badges had been withdrawn ; but not until the Psi Up
silon pins gleamed forth were men fully aware of the important trans
formation that had taken place. A glance at the Palladium of 1865
shows some elements of the strength of the new chapter. Root was

president of the Senior class; Walter was orator, and Carter was toast-
master of the Freshman class ; Cornelius was president of the Literary
Adelphi; Mercer was librarian of the Alpha Nu ; Aldrich was treasurer
of the Students' Lecture Association ; both of the Juniors had received
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exhibition appointments ; and among the fourteen members of the Owls

(the select Se:nior society, chosen from a class of thirty-six men) were
the four Psi U. Seniors. Root was our representative on the Palladium.
The chapter did not acquire its special title until the convention

which met at Wesleyan, July 18 and 19, 1866, when, in the person of

Brother Root, the new branch was received into full fellowship, and
was baptized by the name of Phi, the initial of our beautiful and sug

gestivemotto. There had been some hesitation about the choice to be

made from the elevenGreek letters still available, andbothTauand Omega
had found friends. The wise scribe of the GammaChapter suggested Phi.
The original initiation took place in the parlors of the Monitor House,

a square brick building just back of the present St. James Hotel, and
now used for the storage and sale of agricultural implements. Soon the

chapter rented rooms aboveWatson's photograph gallery onHuronStreet,
dedicating the new hallwith ceremonies as elaborate as the circumstances
would permit; and here, for nearly five years, was the home of the Phi.

In September, 1865, the boys went vigorously to work. Francis A.

Blackburn, formerly a " Beta " of '67, but who had been absent fight
ing the battles of his country, entered the class of '68 and was ini
tiated. He was renowned as a scholar, became an instructor in the

University, wrote the song,
" Honored Psi Upsilon," and is now

Principal of the Boys' High School in San Francisco. From the

Freshmen�'69�a delegation of seven excellent men was secured,
among the number being M. B. Kellogg, always one of the finest

scholars of his class, and the brilliant L. L. Mills, subsequently famous
as a lawyer in Chicago. During the year 1865 thirty-two members

were brought into the Phi.

About this time chapters of Phi Delta Theta and of Kappa Phi
Lambda were established.

From the class of '70 Psi U. took eight men in September and Oc

tober, 1866. On the twentieth evening of the latter month the chap
ter with enlarged numbers and bright prospects sat down to the annual

supper. For this occasion Brother John M. Wheeler (Theta, '41), a
resident graduate, who had aided the chapter from its birth, as he has
ever since aided it, with time, money and counsel, wrote the famous

song,
" Psi Upsilon, Psi U."

" To night, dear brothers, we have met.
To plight anew our troth.

To love for aye, and ne'er forget,
Psi Upsilon, PsiU."
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The Palladium of 1866-67 shows the following as the undergraduate
numbers of the several societies; Psi Upsilon, 25; Delta Kappa Ep
silon, 19; Alpha Delta Phi, 17; Zeta Psi, 17; Kappa Phi Lambda,
12; Sigma Phi, ii; Delta Phi, 9; Chi Psi, 5 ; Phi Delta Theta, 4.
When the second anniversary of our institution arrived, a careful count

showed forty-three names upon the roll.

We were very successful in the class of '71. Simultaneously with
the admission of that delegation, Frank H. Howe, son of Wisconsin's

distinguished senator, entered '70 and Psi Upsilon.
In the chapter's letter-book may be seen an invitation from Mr. and

Mrs. Wheeler to the brethren to meet socially at " Gray Cottage,"
Monday evening, Feb. 25, 1867.
During this year the chapter was for the first time obhged to con

tract instead of continuing to enlarge its circle. A member of the

class of '70, who, despite brotherly warning, had failed to comply
with certain salutary requirements of the order, was expelled; and

he soon after left college, unable to bear the weight of his dis

grace.
From this sad incident we turn with pleasure to one of those great

events that form epochs in the life of every chapter. The Thirty-fifth
Convention was to be held at Ann Arbor ; and to the eminent alumni
of Psi Upsilon the Phi wrote out invitations with such lavish hand as

to excite fears that the East and West coasts would tip up when so

much weight should be concentrated in Michigan. Fortunately for the

republic many of the recipients sacrificed themselves to avert a general
calamity, and sent regrets ! The Hon. O. S. Ferry wrote from the
United States Senate Chamber:

" My duties here will not permit me to be with you, but I am always glad
to be reminded of the fraternity with which many of the pleasantest and
most profitable associations of my college life are connected.".

Edwin P. Whipple (June 13, 1868) wrote:
"I very much regret my inability to be with the brethren of the Psi Up

silon Fraternity on the 17th and 18th insts., as I feel proud of belonging to
a society of scholars so widely spread and so constantly increasing. It is a

frequent and happy experience with me, in traveling over the country, to
find a brother of the Fraternity where I expected to meet only strangers,
and to feel, by the mere press of a hand, that I am the friend of thousands
whose faces I may never see. It would give me special pleasure to listen to
the orator and the poet who will address the Convention. I salute the very
name of the orator as a proof that the Fraternity is to grow more and more,
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and forever more ; and I close with the sentiment that the mystic tie which
binds the brethren together may be a Gordian knot which can neither be
untied nor cut."

The orator selected for the occasion was the Hon. Galusha A. Grow,
one of the founders of the Gamma, and who, a few years before, had
been speaker of the National House of Representatives. From Charles
H. Sweetser (Gamma, '62), the poet-elect, at that time editor of the
New York EveningMail, were received the following words :

" You have done me an^honor which I esteem the highest of any I have
received ; and wish to thank you, and through you, the chapter, for con

ferring it. I accept the invitation to be your poet at the June festivities,
and will strive to set my machinery in motion so that I may in some humble
way add to the life of the occasion."

The Hon. Perry H. Smith (Psi, '46), then at the head of the Chicago
and Northwestern Railway, was invited to preside, and thus re

sponded :

" By far the most pleasing recollections of my college life are associated
with the Psi Upsilon brotherhood, and I need not assure you it will give me

great pleasure to be with you on the occasion of your next anniversary. "

This correspondence was conducted in behalf of the Phi by H. H.
C. Miller ('68), an active and energetic brother who had come into
our ranks from the parent chapter. Feb. 22, 1868, Charles Hadley
Hamilton ('69), a new student, was added to our ever-widening cir
cle.
The convention met June 17th. It was well attended, and the bus

iness done was important. President Haven of the University offered
the opening prayer at the literary exercises which were held in the
M. E. Church.
The orator was unfortunately compelled by sickness to return to

his home after he had completed a part of his long journey. The

poem entitled, " When Doctors Disagree," was well received. On
the whole the Convention was a great success, and aided very ma

terially in strengthening the hold of the chapter upon the respect of
the undergraduate community.
One of the best letters concerning the festival of 1868 came from

the poet Saxe :�

"Albany, N. Y., June 6� \Z6%.
My Dear Brother :

I am sorry I shall not be able to attend the approaching convention of
the Psi Upsilon Fraternity to which you so kindly invite me.
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Since the date of my initiation�many years ago�my intercourse with
members of our excellent society has been extended, intimate, and, to me

most gratifying. In the common affairs of life, by a brother's fireside and
by my own,-�as well as in chapter gatherings, I have met ' our boys '

many-
a-time and oft, and alwayswith a higher appreciation of the good fellowship,
moral worth, and manly character which I early discovered, in no stinted
measure, in the brotherhood of Psi Upsilon. I greatly felicitate myself on

�my membership ; and I must be permitted to add, in token of my sincerity
(if proof were wanting), that, in respect of an estimable young gentlemen
who bears my name, I have fulfilled the pledge contained in a well-remem
bered couplet, touching the ' branding ' of the ' little ones

' who '
come on

'

to a scholarly manhood ! Very heartily, though, I dare say, superfluously
wishing you all a

' good time ' at your high festival, and, to the order, ever
increasing prosperity,

I am, fraternally
And sempiternally

Yours,

JNO. G. Saxe."

The chapter re-assembled in the following antumn full of memories
of the Convention and determined to spread still wider the fame of Psi
Upsilon. In the class of '72 were found several men whose names the
Fraternity will not let die, and a further enlargement soon came from a

source altogether unexpected. The Phi of Kappa Phi Lambda, which
had built up a nice littie organization, learned that its sister chapters
were all dead, dying, or worthless, and dissolved itself October 3, 1868;
whereupon a lively struggle ensued for its best members. Psi Upsilon
took them all�Dean ('68) ; Bariow ('70) ; Mapel, Weeks, and Rust,
('71), and afterwards Reed, who, like Mapel, was graduated with '72.
Ihe Palladium of 1868-69 gives our chapter 26 members; Alpha Delta
Phi, 22 ; D. K. E., 21 ; Sigma Phi, 14; Phi Delta Theta, 10; Chi Psi,
8 ; Zeta Psi, 5 ; Delta Phi, 4.
February 4, 1869, the Phi was called to mourn the loss of Byron A.

Crane ('69). He had been compelled, by reason of continued illness,
to leave the University before the completion of his Junior year; and,
after a period during which it was hoped his health would be restored,
he fell a victim to consumption, being the first to die of those who had
worn our badge in the halls of the University.
During the spring vacation of this year the undergraduates and

several alumni joined in an excursion by raU to Colorado, at the invi
tation of the brother who had presided over the Convention. April
17, 1869, Hamilton and Rust founded the Omega Chapter at the Uni-
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versity of Chicago. On the twelfth of June William J. Darby, of the
graduating class, the leader of the " Independent " movement, an edi
tor of the anti-secret annual, an incessant office-holder, and one of the
ablest men of the University, was seen by one of his former associates

walking down town between two Psi Upsilons, and wearing a Psi Upsi
lon badge.
The class of '73 quite early in its eventful life contributed ten men

to the true cause. And now, with an active membership of thirty, and
with large expectations, the chapter felt it must have more room.

October 15, 1869, Brothers Christy and Swift for their associates took
a lease of the third floor of the store. No. 47 South Main Street, near
Liberty Street. The new lodge was formally and imposingly dedicated
in January. For ten long years, and until the building of the house,
this continued to be the home of our chapter. Here were initiated

nearly one hundred brothers in the. classes from '72 to '83, and here,
in the close intercourse of " hand to hand and heart to heart " were
cemented many enduring friendships. The last man admitted in the
old hall on Huron Street was Charles A. Warren ; the first in the new

lodge was J. W. Willis.
There is no doubt whatever that in the college year 1869-70 Psi

Upsilon was' the strongest and most influential�as it was the largest
�secret society in the University. The men of '70�Adams, Bar
low, Blackburn, Bradley, Christy, Haven (son of President Haven),
Howe, and Swift, carried away mafiy elements of power that were not

immediately supplied by the accessions in the new class; yet the Phi,
at the time the writer joined it in the winter of 1870-71, had a very
able undergraduate constituency.
Of the seven Seniors Gorton and Mercer were prominent and popular

in college as editors and literary men. Earle Knight was a critical
scholar and an acute thinker ; the same could be said of his cousin, E.
M. Adams. " Charlie " Rust was known for his genial manners, good
clothes, his occasional " fits of the blues," and the clouds of tobacco
smoke that invariably enveloped him. Granger, now a Presbyterian
clergyman, was a quiet, gentlemanly student, by no means lacking in
social qualities. John W. Sleeper, not so well known as the rest, but
greatly loved by his associates, completed the list. The Juniors�who
also formed the mystic number seven�were a remarkable group.
Thomas Archer Huntington Brown (he has since dropped some of the

names) was a noble fellow, whose full, handsome face, glorious bass

voice, and sunny temper none could forget. Bennett, now a lawyer in
New York city, was a fine scholar, writer, and speaker, a little cynical
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in his views, independent (then as now) in politics, an editor of the col

lege paper, and the ablest man in his large and brilliant class. Iddings
was of course a good scholar�the society tolerated few poor students
but his chief characteristics were strict Episcopalianism, fastidious dress
and manners, dislike of tobacco, and a fine tenor voice that enabled
our coterie to sing " Brothers, the Day is Ended " as I have never

since heard it rendered. In Senior year he persuaded his chum. Under
wood, to lock up their room on going to recitation or down town, thus
violating a sacred custom of the society. Thereupon Bennett im

peached him, for that he had " caused the milk � of human kindness to

curdle in our brother's breast." Another Junior was Herbert Lyons,�
tall, graceful, invariably dressed in perfect taste, a musician, singer, poet,
author of the songs

" Brothers, Strike Hands " and " Hail, all Hail."
As if but yesterday I recall the day�sixteen years ago�when I first
saw him. His method of presenting the superior advantages of our

Fraternity was more attractive�to me at least�than any other. Homer
Reed was another of this gifted group. Like his fellows he was a

musician, and sang, studied, and wrote well. He had a pleasant, genial
way that every one liked, and he was regarded by our rivals as a very
dangerous man, though perhaps not so formidable as Lyons. My
heart warms as I write another name, for it stands for all that is excel
lent or desirable in heart or mind, and for nothing base ; the diamond
never rested on a truer breast than that ofJohn J. Mapel. He is now

superintendent of schools in Milwaukee. But the typical Psi U. man of

'72 was Underwood. It is difficult to do justice to a personality so

large, so varied, and so pervading. Tall, handsome, active, brilliant,
whole-souled, he impressed the whole chapter with his energy and his
good spirits. After twelve years' struggle with hfe�and Chicago life, at
that�he is as good a Psi U. as on the evening of September 26, 1869,
when he first knelt at the old shrine.
The Sophomores ('73) lacked the popularity and some of the accom

plishments of their elders. Eastman and Goffe were the leaders, both
men of sound judgment, good speakers, and excellent writers. Grass
was a down-east Yankee, who never grew tired of studying or of telling
us about Maine. He became unduly fond of puns and peanuts, but
abandoned them late in his course for the study of mysticism. He is
now Assistant Rector of St. James' Church, New York city. George
Rust, quiet, unassuming, thoughtful of others, and a very solid Psi U.
�as his graduate life has proved�was a fourth Sophomore. To these
should be addedWillis, who is now president of the Buffalo Alumni As
sociation, and Johnson, who left college before completing his course.
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The delegation had been weakened by the loss of several excel
lent men�Adams, Ferry, Tyng�who did not return after Freshman

year.
The Freshman group was small. Several elections had been lost

through mismanagement, neglect, and bad fortune ; and it had been
found necessary to expel two of the most promising members, twin
brothers, as fine-looking men as ever came to Ann Arbor. They grew
very dissipated, and were encouraged in their evil ways by members
of Sigma Phi, the privileges of which sodality they enjoyed during a

part of the few days that elapsed between their expulsion from Psi

Upsilon and their peremptory dismissal from the University. This
left us three men in '74�Baker, the much-respected president of the
class, who afterwards went into '76; Clark, a fine, genial fellow; and

Gibson, now a banker in Wall Street, who, becoming dissatisfied with
the meagre range of Freshman studies, dropped the regular course and

gave instruction to the professors of logic and political economy. To the
class were subsequently added five excellent men, including the able and
scholarly Johnston (formerly of '7 1 ) and the brilliant Lawrence Maxwell.
Never were men more harmonious, more determined, or more loyal

than the twenty-four who then bore the honors of the Phi. Looking
back over the fourteen intervening years, one can see some mistakes,
but there were no errors of the heart.
About this time appeared the Fraternity Catalogue of 1870, wherein

appeared for the first time in print the roll of our chapter. This was

a most welcome addition to our literature, hitherto limited to the

song-book and to the catalogue of 1864. Many of us knew by heart
the incomparable hymns of our order, and a few soon became profi
cient in the catalogue. The illustrations of the latter work, with their
elaborate symbolisms, were a source of no little comfort to me. I

sincerely pitied those societies whose lists either did not possess any
art treasures at all, or had basely imitated ours. For some time I

seriously questioned whether a fraternity could long exist that did not

preface each chapter-roll with an intricate (and original) vignette.
Particularly I admired Gamma's polar-star and Lambda's flaming
torch. But the effect of the general frontispiece upon my youthful eye
cannot be described. That wave-beaten but storm-defying rock, il
lumined by the rays of the morning sun *�the gothic arch with its

*With commendable appreciation of the trulyartistic, another society has
appropriated this part of our picture, and has labelled the rock with its let

ters and the date 1824 !
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heraldic emblems�the chapter-letters and symbols cut in enduring
stone�why, these to me were arguments enough. The few who re

sisted these mutely eloquent appeals, who preferred the barrenness of

Alpha Delta Phi or Delta Kappa Epsilon to the grandeur hinted at by
such gorgeously beautiful imagery, became at once to me as heathen
men and as publicans. They had sinned against the light. For them
there was no hope in that college life of ours, and very little in the world

beyond.
From our musings over the new catalogue and over '74 we were

roused by a new experience. Hitherto nearly all our controversies had
been with the ancient prestige of Alpha Delta Phi or with the new and

growing power of D.K.E. Now stepped forth Chi Psi, and boldly
threw elections at two prospective Freshmen in whom we also were in
terested. Of course there could be but one result ; but we were de

lighted and instructed by the ingeniously persistent efforts of our diminu
tive antagonist. We saw that a small fraction of that energy, if exerted

by ourselves, could accomplish wonders.
In an important quarter our strength was steadily increasing. One by

one our graduates�Watson, Adams, D'Ooge, Walter, Harrington�had
been called to important professorships ; besides these, alumni of sister
chapters were in the faculty. Professor Andrew D. White (Beta, '53)
left the University soon after the establishment of the Phi to commence

his great work in Ithaca; but in the year 1870 that finished scholar and

courtly gentieman, George S. Morris (Zeta, '61) became professor of
modern languages. At the same time Professor Julius H. Seelye (Gam
ma, '49) declined the presidency, into which, in the following year,
James B. Angell (Sigma, '49) was inaugurated. Two years later the
genial Dr. Edward S. Dunster (Alpha, '56) entered the medical faculty
At various times instructorships have been held by Blackbum.('68),
Mapel ('72), Wrampelmeier ('78), D'Ooge ('8i),'by Harbison, a post
graduate whom we initiated in 1871, and by Ely (Gamma, '78). Bar

ring Alpha Delta Phi, whose delegation though strong has not equaled
ours,we have had more representatives during the past fifteen years than
all the other societies combined can claim.
Looking over our " honors " for the year 1870-71, we find that we

held the presidency of the literary department (this high office is now

obsolete), the presidency and seer's office of the Senior class, the pres
idency of the Freshman class, the presidency of the Alpha Nu (literary
society), and editorships on the Chronicle and the Oracle. For a short.
time three of the four places on the Chronicle allowed to the secret so
cieties were filled by our men.
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Ten youths from '75 soon fell into our arms, while the waning cres

cent obtained just one representative in the largest class that Ann Ar

bor has ever seen. Of our new members Parker and Barrett were par
ticularly strong. Once again we numbered thirty. Our annual supper
we ate with thankful hearts on the evening of Nov. 10, 187 1, President

Angell sitting at the head of the board, attended by nine professors
and many graduates. Professor Watson gave the asteroids a night's
vacation, and entertained us with a witty speech, so complimentary to

'72 that the eight Seniors almost blushed.

Early in 1872 trouble grew out of that relic of the old honor system
Junior Exhibition. Appointments to this affair (as to commencement)
were made by the faculty on a supposed basis of scholarship and liter

ary ability. In old times there had been much rivalry among the soci
eties for these rewards, but more recently the college world had ac

quiesced in what appeared to be the custom and the due proportion for

Junior Ex: Psi U. four. Alpha Delta three, D.K.E. two; for com

mencement, Psi U. three, Alpha Delt two, D.K.E. one. Occasionally
some other society received a call, but this was too infrequent to merit
notice. Now, when the appointments for '73 were made, and when it

appeared that the six Psi U. men received four notices, while the seven

Alpha Delts got three, and the eight Dekes only two, the rest of the
class (fifty in number) getting seven, a cry of grief went up from the dis

appointed. A Sophomoric D.K.E., whose Latin in the preparatory
school had been daily translated for him by one of the present Psi U. ap
pointees, rushed into print in a Detroit paper with the frank declaration
that the whole disturbance arose because one society, to which be

longed the president and numerous professors, and which held most of
the offices, was " trying to run the University !"
Finally, all the appointees resigned. Junior Exhibition was abolished,

and a great calm ensued. But before long it transpired that one ofthe
committee of two who reported the list of appointments belonged to

the order of the pseudo diamond ! On the commencement of the
same class spoke three Psi Upsilon men and two Alpha Delts, while
no other society was represented.
As the college year of 1871-72 drew to a close, we had our lodge

elaborately painted, frescoed, and furnished, our alumni generously
contributing the necessary funds.
The autumn found us weakened by the loss of the best class Psi

Upsilon ever had at Ann Arbor, but we entered vigorously into the
conflict. We met, however, with an unexpected and severe defeat
from a rival that for some time past had been declining. The causes
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of our misfortune were peculiar, and in no way impugned the standing
of our chapter or of the Fraternity. Though disgusted we were not

discouraged; our retreat was orderly, and when our other opponent
undertook to trifle with our feelings she lost two elections so quickly
that she never knew what the matter was. Our '76 delegation con

tained seven men, from each of whom we had good reason to expect
much. But our hopes were not all fulfilled. One of the initiates
showed that he was absolutely devoid not only of morality but of

honor ; and finally, after his companions had endured him for three

years, he received the expulsion he had long deserved. Two other
members felt the weight of University discipline, one also of Fratemity
censure, but both in time atoned for their errors, and were graduated.
Brother Trowbridge, one of the most brilliant and popular men of his

class, was stricken by dangerous sickness and compelled to give up his
studies. A later initiate in the same class, Myron H. Phelps, remained
but a few months, and then went to Yale, where he ranked high as a

scholar and writer.
In January, 1873, James W. Ferry, formerly of '73, visited his old

companions, and urged the necessity of taking steps to build a chapter
house. January 20th a score of members promised in writing to give
ten dollars apiece as soon as the chapter should be incorporated.
The Psi Upsilon class of '73 finally graduated eight men, having been

strengthened by the admission of Kimball Young, in Senior year, and

by Zar Scott, an initiate of the Omega Chapter. We left the old hall
not without apprehension, for we thought we had detected heretical
ideas in the lower classes. It had been whispered rather than setded
that a society had no need of scholars, and that poor students made
the best friends. We, too, were in favor of this doctrine, but we de
manded that the application thereof should be Hmited to our rivals, who
daily presented to us cheering proofs of its soundness.
In '77 six elections were made at the outset. Lightner, a bright

scholar, the first of a triad of Psi Upsilon brothers ; Ernest F. Smith,
son of our old friend, the Hon. Perry H. Smith; Ayres, a strong
student, who became president of his class in Senior year ; and V. J.
Tefft, the wittiest man who ever joined the Phi, were some of the ac

cessions. Teffl made his reputation at the autumnal supper; and ever

after, when the boys felt gloomy, or when controversies arose, he was

called to provoke a laugh or to pour oil on the ruffled waters. He be
came managing editor of the Palladium and of the Chronicle, and had
whatever offices he wanted. When the class was entering its Sopho
more year, a young man of handsome face and figure, and magnificent
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as to his attire, began to adom the recitation-rooms. Rumors of vast

possessions inherited by him in golden California interested the pro

fessors, excited the students, and frenzied the societies. He took

everything coolly, suavely refused an election from our rival, and was

initiated into Psi Upsilon September 25, 1874. His name was Howell

Chappel Moore ; ofhim more hereafter.
On the same night were admitted four of our five Freshmen of '78.

Geo. Knight, like his brother before him, was a noble scholar ; Theodore

Wrampelmeier had a Psi Upsilon head and heart of the old style ; Otis
was�and is�an exceedingly fine fellow ; and Spencer R. Smith was a

trophy from one of our most active opponents. This year D. K. E.

had a large and strong class, while Alpha Delta Phi for the second
time had but one Freshman.
Two months before graduation our Senior group opened to receive

Charles H. Aldrich, one of the " heavy " men of his class, and who

now bids fair to lead his whole chapter in eminence at the bar. Ten

diplomas came to the Phi in the year 1875. The chapter initiated one

hundred and twenty men during the first ten years of its life.

CHAPTER III.

the second decade.

The class of '79 was easily the poorest that had matriculated for

twenty -five years.
" Co-education " was not only " the thief of time"

(as it was rather wittily termed by some one to whom feminine society
�even in its least fascinating form�was more agreeable than study),
but it was at least temporarily the thief of the University's prosperity.
Many desirable students were repelled by the system, and the author-
ties began to suffer from intellectual myopia, engendered by their efforts
to distinguish its very minute benefits.

Morley, a very nice fellow ; Post, once happily described as a uni
lateral musician ; and O. F. Barnes (son of one of the old graduates,
and near of kin to our founder, Root), whose amiability, unselfishness,
and good sense soon won for him an influence that he never could

have secured through his father's wealth or high position, were our re

cruits from this weak class. " The Duke of Ingham," as the boys
called Barnes, was born with qualities worth a fortune to any politician.
Less than two years after he left college he was elected mayor of Lan

sing, the capital of the State, a city where his party is usually in the

minority, and afterwards was triumphantly re-elected.
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Soon after the Freshmen came in, Granville W. Browning, an able

young man, whose shyness in advocating the society's cause is remem

bered by his comrades, was added to our Junior delegation, and

James H. Raymond was counted among our Sophomores. Notwith

standing these accessions, the chapter contained only nineteen men,
which number, while perhaps large enough for prosperity, was in

adequate to the commanding career planned for the Phi. Several

causes, which cannot here be detailed, had conspired to weaken our

power. The alumni, now a large and influential body, looked with
some anxiety at the progress of events. It was determined to carry
out the much-discussed scheme of incorporation ; and December i6,
1875, articles of association, under the title of "The Hamilton Liter

ary Society " (in honor of Charles H. Hamilton, of '69, who had long
favored the project), were drawn up and were signed by the ten grad
uates whose names follow : J. H. McGowan, ('61) then regent of the

University and afterwards member ofCongress ; Professors Adams, Mor
ris, and D'Ooge; Dr. H. M. Hurd; Earie Knight; A. M. Henry; F.

D. Bennett ; J. J. Mapel, and A. P. Jacobs. When, some time after,
the corporation began to exercise its powers, J. M. Wheeler was made
treasurer ; and Professor Adams has always been president. March

16, 1876, the articles were filed in the office of the Secretary of State.
About this time chapters of the Delta Tau Delta, Phi Kappa Psi,

Beta Theta Pi (revived), and Delta Upsilon (anti-secret) societies were

organized among those who had not been deserving or fortunate

enough to obtain places in the established orders. All lack prestige
and social position, all have poor connections and poorer histories, and
not one of them is in any strict sense a rival of the older fraternities.
The commencement of '76 was a pleasant occasion to many people,

but not to the numerous Psi U. alumni who had come up to enjoy the
feast of oratory and cold chicken provided by Alma Mater. The mer

cury fell fast in our thermometer as we read the list of speakers. Three
Deke's, three Alpha Delt's ; no Psi U. men ! Shades of former glories,
and particulariy of Underwood, had it come to this ? We looked at
each other. There was still hope. They might forget their speeches.
But they didn't; and we thought of the times when few of our rivals
were appointed, and when those who were appointed resigned or
" flunked." We were not at all interested in the proceedings, until the
Psi U. President began to recite his elegant, but not too original, Latm.
The diplomas were distributed; the final bows were made; and the
class of '76, the theatre or the cause of so many misfortunes, passed
out into the world.
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That afternoon we held an experience meeting. Underwood had

brought with him a beautiful triplicate set of subscription books ; and
we proceeded to obligate ourselves therein for amounts that amply jus
tify the saying of our brother, Charles Dudley Warner, that " college
men are rich in credit and in the possibilities of life !"
When college exercises were resumed in the following September, all

the societies�that is to say, all of any consequence�were drawn up
in battle array. It had long been known that three very desirable men

were coming from a neighboring city, and it was certain that the three
would join in the same set. Usually the importance of these conflicts
is exaggerated ; and many of us can testify that men for whom there
has been no strife often do better work than comes from the petted
and feted objects of collegiate warfare. But the circumstances�and,
in this case, the men themselves�rendered the struggle one of special
interest. Burr Loomis came nearer to being the ideal society man than

any other I have known. Thompson was the only son of one of the
richest bankers of the State, but his wealth was the least of his good
qualities ; and in the latter part of his course he became a leader in
our circle. Webster, the third member of this coveted group, was a

man of prepossessing exterior, who made friends readily.
One of the boys wrote that they proposed to get the three Freshmen

" if they had to sell the pillars of gold and mortgage the diamond
throne ;" and get them they did, Loomis pledging himself first. Four
other men had been initiated pending this contest, one of them, Whit-

acre, being a cousin and a likeness�somewhat modified�of Under
wood. The Palladium that year showed that no other society had
more than three Freshmen, and our chief opponents had only two

apiece.
Two months (Dec. 5, 1876) after our famous victory, Frederick Leroy

Bhss, a Senior who had been favorably known among a small circle of
intimate friends and as an editor of the Chronicle, was admitted. In a

few hours he knew more about Psi U. than most of his associates.
Behind a calmly professorial externality Fred, concealed an enthusiastic
heart. To his eye the stars naturally arranged themselves in rhomboid-
al constellations, to him all birds were owls, and boys in their mothers'
arms were possible candidates for Psi Upsilon honors. He became a

teacher; and we have no fears about his pupils, for we know that no eligi
ble man can get a diploma from him unless sure to enter the Fratemity.
And now the chapter continued to gather strength. In February

Edward King Hubbard, a Junior for whom one of our occasional
rivals had worked hard and long, a boy who became greatly loved by
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the members, and whose sad death by drowning in the summer of 187^
was an incalculable loss to the Phi, was led to the Psi Upsilon altar.
In May an eighth Freshman, J. J. Abel (who took his degree with '83),
and in June a ninth, E. S. Sherrill, were added to the roll, so that we
finished the year with twenty-five members.

In the class of '81 we scored several victories over three societies
Hulbert, who afterwards transferred his affections to the Sigma Chapter.
Fletcher, an excellent scholar and debater ; D'Ooge, a brother of our

highly-esteemed Professor D'Ooge; Johnson, a splendid athlete; and

Day, a gifted and companionable student, were some of our new men.

Edward M. Brown ('80), a youth of fine literary ability, was admitted
Oct 19, 1877.
That same year the alumni in Detroit, who had formed an associa

tion, and who wanted the help of young blood in reviving old memo

ries, invited the Phi Chapter to their first annual supper, on the evening
of Nov. 27th. This was attended by a happy crowd of old and young,
from graduates of '38 to newly-pledged Freshmen. Feb. 19, 1878, the
chapter's glee-club, which numbered many fine voices, gave an ex

cellent concert in the Grand Opera House, Detroit, at the invitation
and for the benefit of the young ladies' society of St. Paul's Episcopal
Church.
For some time the social phase of chapter life had been gaining

strength. In early times the members, though mutually dependent for
their most intimate friendships, did not take their meals together, had
their rooms in widely-separated localities, and were not necessarily as

sociated except during one evening in the week. An exclusively Psi
U. eating-club, believed to have been the first organization of its kind
in the city, was carried on by twelve members in 1871-72, but it was
not revived in the following year. Certain rooms came to be considered
as the hereditary property of the chapter, and were used as places of
resort in the evening, their legitimate occupants willingly abridging
some of their rights for the common good ; this was the case for a long
series of years with the apartments in the upper story of the Stuccoed
House, No. 24 Liberty Street. Finally the pariors of the house at the
comer ofJefferson and Division streets were hired by the chapter, some
common ground having become absolutely necessary, '

But the need of a chapter house was felt more and more. Various
plans, more or less feasible, some of them wildly chimerical, were dis
cussed by the undergraduates; still, nothing was done, except to send
a cncular letter to the graduates asking for money. This met with
some response, and through it we had the benefit of considerable
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gratuitous advertising. A society whose antecedents were good, but
whose presents (to use a phrase then coined) were lamentably poor,
became possessed in some way of one of the circulars, and, enraged by
the loss of one of its pledged Freshmen, scattered reprints throughout
the town. We kept our temper and�the Freshman. A few years
after, on the eve of our convention, printed copies of an alleged Psi U.
constitution were found around the streets. This valorous mode of
warfare has had its analogue in other petty deeds�some of them

criminal,�whereof the perpetrators are known,and which may be fully
exposed should occasion require.
On the evening of May i, 1878, a farewell supper was given to

Howell C. Moore. The recipient of this unprecedented honor had
labored incessantly and ingeniously for the chapter. No amount was

too great for him to spend for the cause, no journey too long for him to

travel. In return his comrades yielded to him a control such as no

student had ever .exercised, and such as it is not good that any should
exercise. No wonder, then, that he made mistakes ; but, because of the
bold stand he took when hours were gloomy, he must be ranked high
among those who in college life have deserved well of their fraternity.
Of a different stamp was the influence, now becoming strong, of Ed

win Stanton Sherrill, and which, if less despotic, was a better and more

salutary influence than that of the gifted Moore.

March 23, 1878, Charles M. Lightner ('81), the second of his race.

was initiated. He remained but a short time in college, but he has

proved himself a good Psi U. by his labors for the cause outside.
In August, 1878, two alumni met by appointment in Ann Arbor.

They inspected all the vacant lots in the city, wearied by their con
tinual presence the registrar of deeds, and spent their nights in discussing
what they had learned during the day. The singular advantages of the
site they chose must be apparent to every one. With the approbation
of the resident graduates, and by the direct action of Brother Wheeler,
who attended to the preliminary negotiations, the ground whereon the

chapter house stands�at the corner of State Street and South Univer

sity Avenue�was purchased, the price paid being two thousand dol

lars.
The Psi U. Class of '82 was a grand one. Coffin, Hale, Hyde,

Lightner, Musgrave,Oglesbee, Schoyer, and Shoemaker�nothing better
could be desired except a few more men like them. These were found

later on in Chubb, Herrick, Davenport, and Wilson. A spirit of restless
energy seemed to have taken possession of the chapter. On the one

hand, the alumni were collecting subscriptions and preparing to build
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the house ; on the other the undergraduates were exerting themselves
to strengthen their hold in every class. Nov. 26, 1878, the second re

union of the Detroit alumni was attended by the Ann Arbor professors
and students. March 15, 1879, C. W. Hitchcock was added to our

already strong delegation in the class of '80.

The initiation of Frank W. Davenport ('82), May 21, 1879, was the

result of a long and heated struggle between our society and D.K.E.,
then far stronger than Alpha Delta Phi. He took time to make his

decision, and this added weight to the result. In many respects Daven

port resembled Moore; in some he surpassed him. Handsome, athletic,
shrewd, and resolute, he added wonderfully to the power of the chapter,
but he impaired its reputation by occasional excesses that were un

worthy of him, and that may have hastened his death. One fault

removed, he would have been the finest ornament of Psi Upsilon at

Michigan University ; and, as it was, his many excellencies threw his

failings into the shade.
As the year 1879 drew to a close six good Freshmen were initiated.

Ground was broken for the house on the third of October, and by
the middle of April the building was nearly finished. The last mitia-
tion in the old hall�that of H. B. Wilson of '82�took place February
29, 1880. In May the members took possession of their new rooms,
and the house was entirely filled. At this time Psi Upsilon had twenty-
seven active members, D. K. E. twenty-one. Alpha Delta Phi nine
teen.

It had been decided that the Forty-seventh Convention should meet

with the Phi May 26, 1880, on the occasion of the formal opening of
the house. Those alumni who were present at the similar gathering
of twelve years before now had opportunity to make some significant
comparisons. The little band had grown and prospered mightily in
the course of time !

About one hundred and thirty members, embracing representatives
from all the chapters, and including many alumni of distinction, were
present. A Fraternity flag, presented by ladies of Detroit, was un

furled from the tower to meet the guests. The business meetings were

held in the new hall m the morning and aftemoon of Wednesday, and
on the morning of Thursday. The following is from the Detroit Post
and Tribune of May 28, 1880 :�

" The Forty-seventh Annual Convention of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity,
which was held on Wednesday and Thursday, at Ann Arbor, and which
concluded with a banquet at the Russell House in this city last night, was
in an unusual degree successful. A large delegation ofDetroiters went to
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Ann Arbor on Wednesday in the special palace car provided by the local
Committee of Arrangements. At the evening exercises the audience filled
the main floor of the spacious university hall, and there were also several
hundred people in the gallery. The central seats on one side of the main
aisle were reserved for invited guests, and among them were many ladies, not
a few in full evening toilette. The other central seats were occupied by the
Fraternity, who assembled at the chapter house and marched to the Uni

versity hall. This procession was headed by the Senior members present,
Mr. C. M. Davision, of Detroit, and John M. Wheeler, of Ann Arbor.
Prof. C. K. Adams was the President of the evening, and his address of

welcome was brief and in excellent taste. His introductions of the orator

and essayist were also felicitous. The audience included not only a large
representation of the people of Ann Arbor and of the students, but many
from other parts of Michigan and from other States. The words of the

songs interspersed through the programme were original and were sung to

familiar airs.
"Mr. Potter's oration [the subject was " Our Formalism in Government "]

was a scholarly production, reflecting his well-known political opinions,
although not partisan in tone in the least. Many of its suggestions were of

plain value, and it was replete with just criticism and sound suggestions.
It showed throughout the handiwork of the educated man of affairs. Very
enjoyable was the essay by Charles DudleyWarner on "TheWestern Man. "

It was in Mr. Warner's best vein�pure English, a healthy philosophy, and
a delicious wit. It was heartily enjoyed, as read by Mr. Warner with a de
liberate gravity not devoid of drollness, and long-continued applause re

warded both the orator and essayist as they took their seats.
" The general arrangements for the evening's exercises were satisfactory.

The hall was cool, the ushers managed their duties quietly and intelligently,
and the music which relieved the programme was ofan excellent order. A
handsome stand of flowers adorned the rostrum. Seats upon the platform
were occupied by Mr. Potter, Mr. Warner, Prof. Adams, the Rev. Dr.

Baker, the Rev. R. W. Clark, and Elisha Taylor, Esq.
"After the exercises at the hall, the members of the Fraternity and their in

vited guests proceeded to the new chapter house facing the University cam-'

pus. The thoughtfulness of the local committee, manifested also in much
other careful attention to detail, was shown in the fact that carriages were

provided for the transportation of the ladies from one building to the other.
The chapter house is a handsome and conveniently arranged residence,
with spacious rooms and halls. It was decorated with flags and lanterns,
and within appropriate floral devices abounded. Noteworthy among these

was a large monogram of the Greek title of the Fraternity, and a handsome
basket sent by another of the secret societies [Delta Kappa Epsilon]. Hand
some dresses abounded, and many distinguished people were present.
" The banquet last evening at the Russell House in this city was a most

happy affair. About ninety members of the society sat down, shortly after
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nine o'clock, to one of the most elegant suppers which the experienced pro.

prietors of that hotel ever spread. The tables were beautifully decorated
with pyramids of fruits and flowers, arranged in an artistic manner, while an

army of attentive waiters left nothing to be desired in the direction indicated
by the neat bills of fare.

"Prof. Charles K. Adams occupied the head of the table, Elisha Taylor
Perry H. Smith, Jr., Charles W. Smiley, Willard S. Pope, Charles Dudley
Warner, H. A. Coolidge, and the Rev. Dr. Stocking occupying seats on

either side.
" Excellentmusic was furnished during the evening by Speil's opera house

orchestra. Before the speeches, began, the assembled Psi Upsilons sang a

number of their society songs.
* � * The literary exercises, after the

reading of the letters of regret, were opened by a poem by Prof. E. L.

Walter, of Michigan University, pledging anew the friendships of the Psi

Upsilon Fraternity."

Perry H. Smith, Jr. (Psi, '74), acted as toastmaster. Speeches in re

sponse to toasts were made by C. M. Davison (Theta, '38); Charles

Dudley Warner (Psi, '51) ; C. W. Smiley (Xi, '74) ; Willard S. Pope
(Psi, '51); H. A. Coolidge (Xi, '47) ; the Rev. C. H. W. Stocking,
D.D. (Beta Beta, '60) ; A. F. Nightingale (Xi, '66) ; W. T. Under
wood (Phi, '72), and by one undergraduate from each chapter.
The exercises of this happy and successful gathering were closed at

half past two o'clock on the morning of Friday, May 28th, by the sing
ing of the " Parting Song."
The building which was then formally opened, and which has been

the home of the Phi and of many of the undergraduates, was erected by
means of subscriptions from a large majority of the members of the
chapter, and from the resident graduates of other branches, and with
the aid of a loan from five of our alumni. The cost of grounds, build
ings and furniture was approximately $18,000. Edwin F. Mach ('83)
was the first to be initiated in the new lodge.
The subsequent history of the Phi, though interesting and not un

eventful, need not now be given in detail. Good use has been made
of the dwelling built after so much planning and at so great an expense.
The introduction of spirituous liquors of any kind into any part of the
house is prohibited, and this rule has been rigidly enforced. On nu-

merous occasions the members have given parties and receptions in their
home. The annual reunion of the chapter is held here on the even

ing before commencement, as is also the supper which, according to
long-established usage, is given every autumn to the Freshmen, on the
night of their initiation.
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Two hundred and eleven names appear on the rolls of the chapter.
Four members have been transferred to other branches, but four have
been gained from others. Thirteen have died. During the existence
of the Phi it has initiated more members and has graduated more than
has any other society. One hundred and twenty-eight of the brethren
have received academic degrees in due course from the University.
The undergraduates now actually in attendance number twenty-seven,
far more than any rival claims. The last delegation ('88) is large and

strong; like that of '86 it includes two sons of Psi Upsilon fathers,
making (with three earlier men) seven of our number upon whom the

Fraternity has a double claim. There are twelve pairs of brothers and
one group of three brothers in the chapter, and four members have one

or more brothers apiece in other branches.
At every one of the twenty conventions from 1865 to 1884, Michi

gan has been represented by at least one undergraduate ; at the Semi
centennial were six students and a like number of alumni who had
travelled many hundred miles to be present.

Such�very hastily and imperfectly told�is the story of the Phi of
Psi Upsilon.

COLLEGE DAYS : A VISTA.

When evening comes and busy toil is done,
And sharp reality fades soft away,
As does clear daylight, with the setting sun.
In hazy glory o'er the dying day;
When, supper ended, sitting by the fire,
I watch the fickle flames in fancy flights,
I think of thee, old friends, with fond desire.
And all our aspiration's keen delights;
How with the relish of inquiring youth.
We ate the feast of genius for us spread.
And sought for its sweet self alone the truth.
Without a care that it should bring us bread.
This in Utopia a heaven seems,
But morning finds it with all other dreams.

H. B. Johnson,
Zeta, '83.



FRATERNITY POLICY.

During the last two years, the words at the head of this article were

so frequentiy applied to ideas diametrically opposite that it may be

well to embody one definition of the subject, and, by provoking com

ment, enable us to ascertain whether there is any such thing in the

Fraternity as
" policy," or whether each chapter can, or does, view

matters from its own standpoint.
However widely the chapters may differ on minor matters, it will

not do for any one of them to arrogate to itself the right to define a

subject in one way on Monday, and on Tuesday to think entirely dif

ferently�the change being caused by something foreign to the subject.
We frequently use the word " conservatism "

as defining our policy,
and think we know of what we talk, yet we find the widest difference
in defining this word. To some it means an application of the brakes
to such an extent that the machine is in danger of stopping ; to others-

it consists in wearing glasses of a peculiar color, and in taking that as

the primary color ; to a third class it conveys no meaning whatever,
but is a good word to have in the vocabulary. To the first class may
be quoted a saying of Judge Tourgee's on the subject :

" I am as

conservative as any one, but I do not call conservatism sitting on the -

coat-tails of progress." There are other shibboleths frequentiy heard
in the average fraternity gossip that are equally vague and meaning
less, because hardly two persons will unite upon the same definition.
There is need of a basis upon which all can stand; a platform

upon which all can unite, when we are met by a petition for the estab
lishment of a new chapter, as was seen in the case of the Eta, where
there was no difference of opinion regarding the stability of the institu
tion, its wealth, or the quality of its students, but the whole matter lay
in a nut-shell�the "policy" of the Psi Upsilon�and regarding this,.
the difference was as wide as the ocean.
Before a similar state of affairs can again arise, it might be well to

provoke a thorough ventilation of the subject of " policy," as far as.
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the admission of new chapters is concerned, in every chapter and in
the coming convention. Such a discussion will fumish food for sev

eral good debates and will be a subject germane to the purposes for

which the convention is assembled.
In the past there has been too much looseness in deciding a number

of matters of this nature, and when they spring upon us suddenly they
take us at a disadvantage. Now that there is nothing to excite dis
sension let us take up this matter of the admission of chapters and
ask :�

I. Are there to be any more chapters?
2. Is there to be a limit to the number? If so, how and when will

the rule be applied ?

3. Are there any points that must be answered in the affirmative be
fore a petition will be entertained ? If so, what are they ?
If the first question be answered in the negative, the matter is

ended, and the world had better be informed at once of our decision.
The second may be so decided as to bar out the rest of the world

after a certain time, and the third may show that certain things are es

sential to the welfare of a chapter ; and, when these are lacking, a

favorable answer is impossible. The convention can so place the
matter before the P"raternity that the graduates will know at once

whether it is worth while to encourage a petition, and a committee will
make its report cover all the points at issue, so that every chapter will
be fully informed. The only arguments against the report will be pre
sented by those knowing more of the matter than the committee.
Under this method there will be no place for a "kicker," and an oppo
nent to the report must show good cause for the stand taken.
The granting of a chapter should be a matter of pure business, in

which sentiment has no part, and when this is the case we shall no

longer hear the remark, "There is no need of hurrying; if they don't

get in this year they will next," and we shall recognize the fact that the
success or failure of the Fraternity in that section is hanging in the bal
ance. If a place is under discussion for admission, it will be a fit

place or it will be of a contrary nature. If the former, the sooner the

chapter is established the better it will be for those who are to carry
it on. There is a great deal of weight in being the eldest of the repre
sentatives of Greek-letterdom, and it frequently gives a fictitious value
to what is intrinsically worthless. Each year of a chapter's age adds
to the discipline of its members and increases their ability to cope with
the rivals who meet them on the same or different planes.

Such being the case, it stands tO' reason that the fitness or unfitness
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of a place for a chapter should be decided at once, and it is no argu-
ment to say that because A tried forty years for a charter B shall do
likewise. Though such a spirit smacks of the traditional dog in the
manger, it has been brought forward in sober earnest to justify a with

holding of votes.

If. on the other hand, the decision is adverse, there may be two rea

sons for such :�

First�The place is so intrinsically bad that it will continue so till
the end of time, and may be erased from our list of available colleges.

Second�There may be peculiar facts that make it a poor place at

present, and these may or may not be removed by time. In this case

it will not do to bid the place farewell forever and a day, but rather to

point out the evil and seek a remedy for it.
These two suppositions will cover the ground in case we decide it is

the policy of the Fratemity to extend ifs borders where it can do so

and add to its strength. In case the policy be defined as " Non-exten

sion," let the world know it at once.
The following view of our " policy " is held by quite a number whom

the writer has met, and is given merely to invite the fullest criticism,
rather than as a doctrine to be forced upon the Fratemity.
First�" Non-extension " is not the policy of Psi Upsilon. In other

words we do not decide to limit our chapters, but wherever we find a

good place we will occupy it as soon as it is proven to be good.
Second�There is a decided leaning toward a classical leaven in all

our chapters. Some of them have, at times, been composed entirely of
technical students, but this has been only an accident occurring for a
short time. This tendency toward a classical' basis may be styled a

relic of barbarism by the anti-classicals ; yet they must confess that the
average classical students, from the outside branches with which they
come in contact in preparing their lessons, are better adapted to the
peculiar work of our Fratemity than the ones who take up literature as

something entirely foreign to their studies. In a true university, there
will be enough of a mixture to enable the classicals to set the example
and mark the route to be followed by the chapter, and, when once the
current is started there will be less difficulty in keeping it in the proper
channel than in starting it afresh.
Third�The future applicants must represent places well endowed.
Fourth�The presence of old, reputable, and firmly established

fraternities in a place is not, in itself, a cause, for dismissing a petition
on the ground that it would be too much of a struggle for Psi Upsilon
to enter upon. On the contrary, it would be better ifsome of our chap-
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ters had more of a fight to secure good men, and a victorious band

after a well-won field is more loyal and enthusiastic than if the well-

fed victims had calmly walked into the parlor knowing that there was

nothing else worth going to. In case, however, the applicants fall be
low the standard, there may be a distrust to committing the

chapter to such hands, and the petition may be rejected on that

ground.
Fifth�Following out the last idea, we must ask for a certain fitness

m the petitioners. Any kind of a crowd should not be able to make

its way into our fold. We do not wish to secuie the leavings from

third-rate societies. In the case of the Eta there weremen who had, al
most man for man, rejected offers from the then representatives of
secrecy, and who had waged successful warfare upon them. This

should be the case, as far as possible, when a petition is presented, and
the committees should look in the status of the applicants as shown

upon the records and not trust to surface�in other words, " Ne Crede

colori." If there is any stamina in a body ofpetitioners it will be easy to

detect it.
Sixth�The petitioners should have held their own for a certain

length of time against the powers that be, and thus demonstrate their

ability to do good work. We can furnish them with our badge and

colors ; we can give them cheering words and advice without measure ;
but we cannot carry them on our backs. A body of men who cannot

take a good rank among the representatives of Greek-letterdom, with
out wearing a diamond pin, do not stand much of a chance with it.

Here may be placed thetcase when the petitioners are a secret society.
The Beta Beta is a very good example of the sort of body that we de

sire, as they more than kept their end of the plank above water ; Phi
Theta Psi is another, for the same reason.

Seventh�There must be a chapter house or, at least, a place that
can be held for the new chapter by graduate members, and thus as

sure to them the possession of a permanent locality for their lares and

penates.
Eighth�Our peculiar customs prevent us from establishing chap

ters outside of a certain radius, and, in this respect, there will be insti
tutions that cannot come into our order from their being so far distant
from the majority of the chapters as to make a general convention at

that place an impossibility under the present order of things.
Ninth�Twelve months will be time enough to allow each chapter

to come to a conclusion upon the merits of any petition, and it is an

insult to the Fratemity to oppose a petition when nothing is known
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concerning it but what has been obtained from hearsay or from outside

parties. An opposition must be based upon a careful study of the case

upon the ground.
These being granted, we can deduce the following: There should

be a movement on our part to secure a lodgment as soon as possible in
the locahty under consideration, and the committee should be in

structed to ask explicit answers on all these heads, and make a report

covering them all, so that every chapter can form its opinion as if it
had sent its private committee. It should be impressed upon our

graduates that they must withhold their names from all petitions that
do not fulfill these conditions, and must tell those who come for assist

ance that there will be no use of applying till these requirements are

met.

In case a chapter takes exception to the report of the committee, it
should be the duty of that chapter to investigate the matters to which

they take exception, but it should be impossible for any chapter to

block the progress of the Fraternity by making assertions that they
cannot prove, nor should there be exhibited the spectacle of a chapter
going to a rival fraternity in search of arguments to bolster up its

kicking.
The matter of a petition is too frequently taken by some of our

older fraternities as a good joke, and, never having heard of the locali
ty, they show their own ignorance by indulging in hearty laughter at

the presumption of the petitioners, and then feel like swearing at their
own stupidity. The rejection of the Cornell petition by Sigma Phi is
a case at point. It might be well to increase our knowledge of the
better class of institutions by having our resident graduates describe
them when there is no pressure from the presence of a body of peti-
titioners. Such a document would be a check upon the report of any
committee we might send.
Theta Delta Chi decides upon the meritsof an institution before there

is a petitioner, and the vote granting a chapter to Lehigh was taken
two years before the men were selected. It is by no means a bad way
of procedure.
With us, however, the points raised in this article should be settied

before another petition is received, so that we can work in harmony.
It is the old doctrine of States' Rights. Are we a loosely alHed confed
eracy of sovereign chapters, each empowered to adopt a policy for

itself, or are we a union in fact as well as in name ?
Till this is settied we had better leave the lesser matters of the law

alone. � Begum."
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In this comparatively youthful country of ours we have few things
so remarkable as our oldest college buildings. The universities and
academic halls of Europe are in many cases so old as to make every

thing American seem callow and fresh ; but, after all, not a few of our

colleges are entitled to the honor due to the aged and reverend. Har

vard will celebrate, next year, her two hundred and fiftieth anniver

sary ; Yale will be two hundred years old in fifteen years ; and eight
years hence old William and Mary College, in Virginia, will reach the
same age. The college buildings in Cambridge, New Haven, and

Williamsburg, of course, are not so ancient ; but one of the Cambridge
halls dates from 1720, and still older is William and Mary's building,
designed by Sir Christopher Wren, and thrice rebuilt within the original
walls. Several eighteenth century halls, in other parts of the country,
are still worn by the feet of the students of 1885; and, though the un

fortunate plan of reconstruction at Yale will ultimately destroy the
" old brick row," the preservation of the academic homes ofeighteenth
century undergraduates, in locations more fortunate or more conserva

tive than New Haven, seems likely to keep the plain old structures for
future generations to honor.

But, aside from mere age, as measured by the calendar, there is a

tender association of memory in college buildings which makes them
seem venerable within a briefer period. We have no American Milton,
or "Spenser, or Bacon, whose college halls we may gaze on with respect;
but we have later authors not less truly deserving of honor. The future
pilgrim� indeed, the present one�may tread reverently the Bowdoin

campus, and turn his eyes toward the plain brick halls in which Haw
thorne studied, and where he grew to be master of a style which the

universities by the Cam and the Isis might envy. It would have been
a red-letter day for Oxford, or Leipzig, or Berlin, or Vienna, to send
out together such bachelors as the author of " Twice-Told Tales " and
the poet of " Hiawatha." In other college towns, too, the undergrad-
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uate or the visitor looks at the cottage where Webster roomed, or hunts
up Emerson's and Holmes' and Lowell's quarters, or thinks of Bryant
as his youthful eyes looked on Greylock, or, mindful of Poe in the

University of Virginia, calls the region indeed a " valley of unrest,"
Great men in literature and Hfe make memories early, and it is not to

be forgotten that the American literary men of our time, graduates of

young American colleges, are the equal, in intellectual equipment and

product, of the Arnolds and Tennysons of Oxford and Cambridge.
Our comparatively mean and poor college architecture had an attrac

tiveness for them, and that which they affectionately described we

reverently esteem.
" Scholar- factories red " is the term James Russell Lowell applied to

the college buildings near which he has lived all his lifetime. The
" early Novanglian " style af college architecture consisted of a plain
brick rectangle, with three or four stories, entries running through,
some huge chimneys, and no architectural adornment whatever. The

college chapel was equally plain; through its " meeting-house windows
blank and bare "�to borrow Whittier's phrase�streamed the glaring
sunlight, on cobwebbed ceiling and unpainted floor. " Dim, rehgious
light " was an accidental luxury afforded by a closed shutter in some

unused window. Here our grandfathers, at early dawn, or before, an
ticipated, with their enforced fervor, the six or seven o'clock services of
the Irvingites or the Puseyites of later days. But, after all has been
said, there was something architecturally attractive in these plain old
halls. They were built out of slender means, of honest brick or boards,
for a definite purpose; and that which is honest is always half artistic.
Tenfold better were Massachusetts Hall, Cambridge, Dartmouth Hall,
Hanover, or Maine Hall, Brunswick, than the mansard-roofed, or stuc
coed, or pseudo-Gothic abominations of later years. James Russell
Lowell once told me that Gore Hall, the Harvard library, re

minded him of a North River steamboat. And yet this was designed
to be a copy of King's College Chapel, Cambridge, England, which
Wordsworth called an " immense and glorious work of fine inteUi-
gence !"
But the latest stage in the development of college architecture is in

some ways the most praiseworthy of all. Our colleges have received
much money within the past twenty years, and some of it has gone in
to new buildings. That we have failures to show is undeniable, but
also some sound and artistic buildings. In the great development of
sensible art, architecture has shared, and collegiate architecture not
less than ecclesiastical, civic, or domestic. If a college now has anew

\
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building in prospect, it inquires what the building is for, how much it

ought to cost, and what beauty it can have with use and cost in mind
�not in spite of them. Thus we have structures such as the new

library at Dartmouth, Memorial Hall at Bowdoin, and the Sever Hall

recitation-room building at Harvard.
That the undergraduates of our time and hereafter will profit by the

greater wealth and beauty of our college buildings is unquestionable.
Great men have gone from the barracks of German universities or

French colleges, and fools have emerged from the glorious walls of

Oxford and Cambridge. A man, in an instructor's chair, is better
than a college hall ; and carved stone and stained glass can never take
the place of geology and astronomy. But able professors and faithful

students, in fit surroundings, cannot fail to be stimulated and helped by
these aesthetic aids. If we can have but one, give us the man who is

himself a university ; but let him teach amid " sweetness and light," if
it be possible. And the students should never forget the environment

is a helper, not a substitute for work. I wish Hawthome could have
sat beneath the frescoes of the Bowdoin chapel, or Webster drawn'

books from the nearly completed Dartmouth library. But both used
what means they had at hand, instead of grumbling at their surround

ings. Those who are following in the steps of the elder celebrities do

wisely if they first make the mind and heart right, and then try to add
that gracious culture which depends so much upon the neighborhood of
those things of beauty which are joys forever.

Charles F. Richardson, Zeta, '71.

BEAUTY.
Do not annoy me with your questionings
Into the essence of that spirit-light
Which falls upon the poet's inner sight
And quickens into life the song he sings.
Ask not what good to man or me it brings
To cast my white thoughts out into the night ;
I do not care to speak, of spirit-flight
With him whose bUnd soul sees not spirit-wings.
(to back and tread the earth that thou has trod
So long, and toil o'er cliffs and crags, while I
Soar joying through the unresisting air.
Your spirit is blind and wingless. Do not dare
To revile the light divine nor scom the sky.
But leave me with this Beauty, which is God.
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A FRATERNITY CUT.

Many of the more prominent secret organizations have selected for

use in college annuals and other college fraternity publications a design
embodying the characteristic symbols of their respective organizations.
Very frequently, we venture, the adoption of such cuts arises more from
a general concurrence in the beauty of an old-time design than from

the choice or work of an appointed committee. The subject of the
selection of a design for the use of the several Chapters of Psi Upsi
lon has been frequently discussed, and, in various ways, been brought
to the notice of the active members of the society. Many excellent

suggestions have been made by brothers who have had experience in
the preparation of cuts for Chapter publications, or for use in the
works indentified with the Fraternity as a whole�such as catalogues,
historical sketches, etc. But to the present time we do not know of

any official action which has been taken tending to the accomplish
ment oi this aim.
In the preparation of the several catalogues of the society, various

designs have been used, some of peculiar excellence, and all embody
ing the more distinctive symbols of the Fraternity. From the unas

suming, oval-shaped design adorning the catalogue of 1842 to the
more pretentious frontispiece in the catalogue of 1879, marks along
line of designs used as especial Fraternity engravings and Chapter
posters. In all these Chapter designs can be noted distinctive symbols,
and a tendency to perpetuate the existence of the Chapter's peculiar
insignia. To persons who do not understand that each Chapter pos
sesses its distinctive emblems, apart from the general symbols of the
Fraternity, the several Chapter cuts may appear a nondescript collec
tion. Bnt to the members of the respective Chapters there appears a

pecuhar meaning in the Theta's "rocky throne," the Delta's " altar fire,"
the Lambda's " torch," the Zeta's " aegis," the Phi's " crowned heart,"
or the Beta Beta's " wreathed serpent." In the various combinations of
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Chapter designs with the Fratemity emblems, such as the clasped
hands, the fasces, etc., fair skill has been shown by the designers. But
we are compelled to acknowledge that, among the numbers of designs
which have graced the pages of our various catalogues and annuals,
it would be difficult to choose one which, by simplicity of design
and excellence of combination, would commend itself to the Fraternity
for general adoption. The "scroll work poster" first used in the

catalogue of 1844, and used in succeeding catalogues, in the Liber Bru-
nensis. Amherest Olio and Yale Banner for many years, and by the

Diamond, has been strongly brought to the attention of the different

Chapters in the publication of their annuals. We concur in the com

mendation of this excellent design, and admire its simplicity and respect
its dignified origin, but think that, in the light of recent advances in

Fraternity cuts, there is need of a more characteristic design�one

which would embody the particular symbols of the society.
A prominent engraving house of New York has recently executed

designs and plates for some of the leading Fraternities, and in their

preparation exhibited peculiar skill in design and excellence of work

manship. We understand that they intend to present to Psi Upsilon
for consideration a design prepared after a thorough study of our dif
ferent symbols. We think this is a move in the right direction, and
hope that the matter will be thoroughly canvassed, fair field being
given to the several codege engravers. The Executive Council has
its particular seal and the different Chapters especial designs for use in

programmes and schemes. Why should not the Fraternity have
a generally adopted design ? We urge the; consideration of the
matter by the several Chapters and the executive bodies of the so

ciety.

In accordance with a resolution passed at the last convention, a

membership list of the Fraternity will be published this spring. The

work of collecting information has been carried on by chapter editors.
The result of their labors has, for the most part, been forwarded to the

Council, and the MS. of the early chapters is already in the hands of

the printer.
The book may be expected before the end of April�before the time of

the next convention, if it be possible. It will be, in size and style,
similar to The Epitome, recently published by Brother Jacobs, and will
contain a list of the names of all members of the Fraternity, with their
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addresses, ministers and physicians being designated respectively by
" Rev." and " M. D." An alphabetical and a geographical index
will also be included.
It will be readily seen that this Fratemity List is not designed to

take the place of the catalogue of 1879. It will serve rather as a sup
plement to that catalogue, and as a forerunner and aid to the next one.
Inasmuch as it will contain the complete chapter rolls down to '88,
including those of Beta Beta and Eta, which have hitherto not been

published, it will form a foundation up from which may be built the
Tenth General Catalogue. This will probably appear in 1889, establish
ing the custom of a complete Fraternity Historical Record at the close
of each decade.

Great care has been taken to render the forthcoming list absolutely
correct, and we are confident that the book in its sphere will be found
reliable and useful.

In a recent circular letter addressed by President Seelye of Amherst
to the alumni of that college, we find the following statements :�

" Many new houses with desirable apartments for students have

lately been built in the village, and besides these the society houses.
give us abundance of rooms and to spare. The society houses present
in all respects a desirable feature in our college life. They are well

managed. The students who occupy them are careful and orderly.
No houses in the village are more attractive, and no households con

ducted with more propriety. The general tone of the college is such
that any society which should tolerate disorderly or demoralizing ways
would lose not only its good name but its position and power in the

college. So long as the moral sentiment of the college remains as it
is, the healthy rivalry for college influence will require every society to
be on the side of good order. If any member of a society has bad
habits, his society, instead of favoring these, is likely to prove one of the
strongest agencies in their removal. We find, therefore, that the
actual influence of the societies is salutary. The cost of erecting the
society houses being largely sustained by the alumni, the students who
occupy them are furnished with rooms at a reasonable expense to
themselves."
A strong statement, such as the above, coming from a prominent

member of a prominent fratemity, and uttered officially from a promi
nent position, is of the greatest weight, and counterbalances innumer-
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able tons of theoretical arguments advanced against the society system
by those who have no practical knowledge of what they are discussing.
It states distinctly three points�that the fraternity is of benefit to the

college, that the fraternity is of benefit to the student, and that frater

nity rivalry is helpful to fraternity welfare.
This covers the entire ground. It acknowledges all that the frater

nity cares to, or can, claim. It is comprehensive, fearless, and
decisive.

COMMEMORATIVE ODE.

GEO. W. ELLIOTT, XI, '73, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Where sombre Night and dark'ning gloom
Drove Daylight from the Mohawk vale.

In their young eyes a new Light shone�
Such light nor land nor sea had known�

Psi Upsilon ! Psi U.!

Heart pledges Heart, Hand grasping Hand,
Vows whispered leap from lip to lip ;

Eyes glow with joy, hot pulses thrill ;
High heaven confirms the sweet good-will�

" Psi Upsilon !" " Psi U.!"

O sacred Shrine, thine altar fire.
Enkindled by the spark divine.

Consumes all passions but for Thee�
Shrine of the Soul�Fratemity�

Psi Upsilon ! Psi U.!

Nor warring Word, unseemly Strife,
Nor man's harsh estimate of Man,

Nor sordid Self, nor greedy Gain,
Ever thy holy walls profane�

Psi Upsilon ! Psi U.!

O noble Name ! Be writ on heart ;
O Heart Fraternal, speak it true !

O haste thy dawn, supernal day,
When, from the heart, the world shall say-

" Psi Upsilon " " Psi U."
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THETA�UNION COLLEGE.

Since our last letter to the Diamond we have lost one of our most

loved and esteemed brothers. Professor I. B. Price, Theta, '72. He

had been suffering for many months, although his health had apparent
ly improved at the opening of the present collegiate year sufficiently
to warrant a resumption of a portion of his work on the " hill." His
death occured on the morning of December 10, 1884. Many of the
brothers who attended the 50th Convention at Albany will doubtless
remember his address to the delegates at the opening of the Conven
tion. He was a very enthusiastic and loyal Psi Upsilon, and has often

given proof of his devotion to the chapter. A memorial meeting will
be held in the chapter rooms, due notice of which will be extended to

the Fraternity.
On Friday night, January 23d, we initiated H.M. Van Dusen, '88,

of Stockbridge, Mass. The initiation was a very quiet one, as we were

still in mourning for Brother Price, and a smaller number of graduates
than usual was in attendance on the ceremonies. Our membership
is now raised to fifteen, a number larger than the other secret societies
represented here, and made up, as we congratulate ourselves, of good
men�certamly congenial and energetic. Brothers Mosher, '86, and
Foote, 'Z6, who were detained from college duties last term, have re

tumed.
The trustees of the college held a meeting January 26th, and among

other topics discussed was the granting of a lot to our chapter as a site
for our prospective chapter house. Our petition was granted, and
immediate steps will be taken to enlarge our subscription list and
commence building. The Theta is very well pleased with the im
proved form of the Diamond, and extends its best wishes for success to
the new management.
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DELTA�NEW YORK UNIVERSITY.

The history of our chapter for the past two months has been a

quiet and uneventful one. The battles were all fought, the campaign
finished, and our success culminated on the 1 6th of December last
On that evening we initiated seven men�Raynor, Reed, and Walker
of '87, and Belknap, Jones, Miller and Smith of '88,�as the result of
our careful and thorough sowing of Psi Upsilon seed, fostered through
three months offender and anxious husbandry.
The new brothers underwent their trying ordeal with courage, even

the antics and antlers of an unusually genuine and enormous goat
(kindly loaned for the occasion by a foreigner residing on the heights
of Harlem) failing to make more than a passing impression upon them.

They are proving themselves worthy of the honor conferred upon them,
and have added new life and spirit to the chapter.
There were present at the initiation more than fifty brothers, thir

teen chapters of the Fraternity being represented, which we take as a

proof, not so much that Delta is of good repute, as that there is a

common and enthusiastic Psi U. spirit prevailing among all brothers,
from whatever chapter they may be, or of whatever year of graduation,
which prompts them to. gather around a Psi Upsilon altar whenever

opportunities afford themselves.
In accordance with our custom, the newly initiated were examined

on January 27th on matters relating to the Fratemity and chapter.
A new feature was the requirement from each of a thesis on " The Best
Method of Cultivating Freshmen."
The chapter papers�

" The Clarion " and " The Owl "�have re

appeared, all but " The Clarion" which seems to have been unable
to survive its defeat last spring in the contest of superiority. " The
Owl" is alive and hooting regularly, and in every respect is doing
quite well.

We have just moved to new rooms, at 743 & 745 Broadway, and are
rapidly getting them in order. Any brother dropping in upon us at our

Tuesday evening meetings will find new surroundings and more room;
but the same old crowd with a welcome as cordial and a grip as

hearty as of old, will be there to greet him andmake him feel at home.

BETA�YALE COLLEGE.

Perhaps the Beta has less right than some of her sister chapters to

boast of glory acquired. For at Yale there is almost none of that
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inter-fraternity strife for office and honor that is elsewhere so common.

Between us and the Phi Chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon there is no

enmity and little jealousy ; but each society is ready and willing to do
full justice to every member of the other. Still, when the Beta does
win a victory she plumes herself thereupon none the less because it
was unsought, and she never hesitates to twit her rivals with their de
feats. And the current winter is affording frequent opportunities to

display all her roosters.
It may interest our brethren to read of the honors attained by the

Beta thus early in 1885. When the list of Junior appointments was

published, there were found among the Philosophical Oration men�

who constitute the highest grade�five members of our Fratemity, and
only one of Delta Kappa Epsilon. When the Junior class met to

select its board of editors for the Literary Magazine, three of our men

where chosen, and only one of theirs. And more recently, when (on a

basis of scholarship) Phi Beta Kappa elected its Junior members, it
turned out that Psi Upsilon had so far found favor in the eyes of fate
as to furnish more than twice as many men as her rival was able to

muster. This, coupled with the fact that we have the three class
deacons of '86, has led the jesters of the other fratemity, with charac
teristic spleen, to sing of us as " Psi U. society, naught but digs and

piety ;" but, to confess the truth, the result of the last examinations
would seem to give them " the lie direct."
Doubtless the Phi of Delta Kappa Epsilon will easily find pretexts

for self-gratulation. They have on the whole appointment list�which
includes much more than half the class�four more representatives
than we. But it must be remembered that we have recently made
a change in our membership rules, limiting our number of actingmem
bers ; so that Delta Kappa Epsilon has sixteen more men than we

have ; and it would be hard if a quarter of that excess could not be
found in the upper half of the class.
That matter of the limitation of our numbers was for a long time

a bone of contention between us; for, by acting as we did, we denied
ourselves both friends and funds. But though we still regret that we

cannot initiate many men whose names would honor our list, yet we

are becoming reconciled to the change, and we are willing to bear
these and other hardships for the sake of a certain prestige thereby
gained.
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GAMMA�AMHERST COLLEGE.

Saturday,
Dear Brother ;

In all probability you little know in how great demand is the his
trionic knack of your Gamma correspondent.
The Senior Class Dramatics, a farce we gave at our lodge yesterday

evening, and a few unimportant studies, have made him exceedingly
busy for several weeks. Time and again he has written " Dear Brother,
I," or " we," or " this," only to be interrupted by a call to rehearsal.
And now fearing you would have no Gamma letter for the coming
number of the Diamond, he has thrown his mantle over my shoulders.
It is much too large for me.

Amherst is never a noisy town, and just now it is particularly quiet.
The last review of current incidents, by the editor-elect, was so ex

haustive that there is really nothing for me to write except of our yes
terday evening's reception. It was an exceedingly pleasant affair.
About seventy-five invitations were sent out, and about sixty were ac

cepted. "Boots at the Swan" was given by Brothers Thayer and

Soule, '85 ; Whitney, Moffett, and Cross, '86 ; Hubbard, '87; Esty, '88.
After the farce, and when some of the older guests had gone, we

danced, not indeed into the "wee sma' hours," but long enough to have
a very good time ; and then the sixty or so "We have had such a de

lightful time's'-�true or not�ended the evening. Every one really
seemed to have been very well satisfied, and, of course, we were cor

respondingly glad. There seemed to be no "hitches," and there was

just enough informality about the affair to make it very nice.

W. E. Williams.

ZETA�DARTMOUTH COLLEGE.

Did Dante, with poetic foresight, travel in his mind's ship in fellow

ship with the Mayflower and feel the rigors of a New England winter ?

One almost thinks so in reading the last cantos of the Infemo, where

the " somewhat grimly smiling " poet describes the lake of ice wherein

Lucifer stands, immersed to his middle (if one can speak of immersion
in a solid), gnashing his teeth on the traitors, Brutus, Cassius, and

Judas Iscariot. The poet of the sunny land of Italy, zealous as he

was for his church, would have thought our heretical forefathers

already in a hell of their own creations and spared them the horrors
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of his own as trival and imitative. To leave Dante and the Puritans,
and the pleasant meditation of etemal punishment, and confine our

selves to the present with its stony realities, the mercury froze here

yesterday morning, and the Zeta Chapter came near sharing its fate.

The associate-editor of the Diamond, who has the honor to repre
sent the Zeta, having with great difficulty thawed his ink, which was

frozen as hard as obsidian, now sends the warmest greetings that can

be expected from so cold a climate, from the Zeta to all her sister

chapters.
There is littie news to record. The Fraternity will, however, un

doubtedly be glad to know that the chapter has purchased one of the

finest building lots in town, on which it is proposed in a few years to

erect a suitable chapter house. We are also glad to state that one of

our number. Brother Jenkins, who we thought had left us forever and

forever, has been touched in heart and come back to us, like the

Prodigal Son.
There was a curious error in the last chapter letter from the Zeta,

remarkable alike for the conceit with which the chapter seemed to

arrogate great piety to itself and for the wholesale condemnation which
was pronounced on the churchliness of the other chapters. If anyone
who cares enough about the subject to investigate it will change the

period after " large-heartedness " (in the last paragraph of the Zeta
letter in the last number) to a comma, and remove the capitalization
of the following initial letter, he will vindicate the associate-editor from
the charge of incipient idiocy, and earn his everlasting gratitude. We
do not know who is responsible for this error, but will lay it to the

compositor, for the excellent reason that he can't help himself. �

LAMBDA�COLUMBIA COLLEGE.

The college annuals show that there are at present in Columbia
chapters of Alpha Delta Phi, Beta Theta Pi, Delta Kappa Epsilon,
Delta Phi, Delta Psi, Delta Tau Delta, Phi Gamma Delta, Phi Delta
Theta, Psi Upsilon, and Zeta Psi, having a total membership of two^
hundred and sixty. (This does not include the one or two societies
whose members are taken exclusively from the schools of Law and
Medicine.) To Psi U. belong thirty-five, or nearly one-seventh of the
whole number. That we are rich in quality as well may be proved
easily by turning to the hsts of officers of the various college organiza
tions and notmg with what frequency one finds the names of our
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members in prominent places. It is also worthy of remark that in
both Arts and Mines the Presidents of the Freshman classes wear the

Diamond, and that they have behind them the united support of ten

newly-made brethren.
All these outward signs of prosperity are the direct results of the

lively interest taken in fratemity and chapter matters by the under

graduates, and also by our resident alumni, who have founded the
Lambda Association in order to strengthen the ties that bind them to

Psi Upsilon, if such a thing be possible. This association and the

chapter held a joint meeting on the evening of December 29, 1884,
after which took place an impromptu but very successful Christmas en

tertainment, putting all in excellent humor for the collation that

followed.

Preparations are now being made for our annual dinner, which will
be given probably on March 13th, under the auspices of the under

graduates and the Lambda Association. Already several of our

prominent alumni have signified their intentions of favoring us with

their presence, and the indications are that this feast of good things,
real and ideal, will be one of lasting memory to those who may at

tend it.

KAPPA�BOWDOIN COLLEGE.

The date of this letter finds us just setting out into the midst of the

so-called long dry term, although the faculty kindly shortened its

length,. and consequently in a degree its dryness, by the addition of a

couple of weeks to the fall term ; yet we find much time to devote to

the interests of the chapter. In general, among all societies here, theje
is a tendency to decrease the monotony of college life by increased
attention to society entertainments. Now, too, is the season when

many of the students are absent from college, either teaching or en

gaged in some other lucrative (?) literary pursuit, and Psi U.. has her

proportion ; and, while we feel a just pride in their efforts to be ranked

in the category of
" self-made men," we cannot but regret that circum

stances of so urgent a nature require their absence from our meetings.
The matter of a chapter house was talked over a great deal last

year, and a degree of interest was apparently manifested by the active

members that promised to end in something more than talk. An

executive committee was appointed to bring the matter before the

alumni, and considerable encouragement was derived from some of the
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communications received by this committee. For some unaccountable
reason the matter was neglected. This is to be deplored. No society
at Bowdom thus far has a chapter-house; and had we been successful

in this, it would have been quite a feather in the cap of Psi U. It

makes us almost envy some of our sister chapters to read in their let
ters about their gatherings on their chapter house piazzas in the warm

fall months. Let us hope that our next effort in that direction may
be more successful.
The class elections came off near the close of last term, and our pre

diction that we should have our share was fulfilled. TheSenior election
has not taken place. In the Junior class we have orator, chaplain, and
a member of the committee of arrangements ; on the Freshman, the
president, orator, historian, and odist.

The matter of looking out for a new delegation, commonly known
under the name�and it is an appropriate one�of " fishing," is being
attended to. The prospect at present is quite encouraging. We hope
that we may have the pleasure ofbringing into this grand old Fraternity
a large delegation to take the places of those from whom we are so

soon to be separated.
We cannot fail to express our satisfaction at the Diamond in its new

form, and trust that it will meet with deserved support.

PSI�HAMILTON COLLEGE.

No epoch in the history of the Psi has opened with a fairer pros
pect than the one just marked by the erection of our chapter house.
After the long talks, the cherished plans, the heated debates, at the
time so futile, it was difficult to beHeve that our hopes were at last
realized. But on returning to college this term we were able to take
possession of the house at once. The first floor is not entirely fumish
ed. Even as I write the busy hum of the workmen is borne to my
ears.

We have thought best to have no formal opening this term, partly
on account of this delay, but mainly because it will be more con

venient for our alumni to come in June than midwinter. Doubtiess a

description of the house is in order, but as it is our purpose to give a

detailed and possibly illustrated account in some future number of the
Diamond, it is enough to say that in both elegance and convenience
it far surpasses our fondest anticipations. Do not wait for a formal
opening to introduce you to the house, but come and enjoy it with us.
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Bro. James H. Taylor, '88 had the honor of being the first initiate
�to enter the lodge-room at the house. He is a son of Rev. James H.
Taylor, D. D., '56, and is the third son that Dr. Taylor has given to

the Psi. Bro. Hatmake, Pi, '87, made us a brief but thoroughly enjoy
able visit during the Thanksgiving vacation.

The monotony of the last term was pleasantly interrupted by an en

tertainment given by the Psi U. Minstrels. The programme was a

long and varied one, concluding with a side-splitting after-piece, the
work of the chapter dramatists.
No small factor in our chapter-life is our orchestra, which, under the

leadership of Bro. Gardner, '87, has attained a high degree of excel
lence. And, sitting in the gathering twilight, while the air is filled
with music, we can almost forget in the joy of the present the hideous
liours when the orchestra was "young," when oftentimes we felt
like saying with Shylock :

" Lock up my doors : and when you hear the drum
And the vile squealing of the wry-necked fife.
Then stop my house's ears, I mean my casements.
Let not the sound of shallow foppery enter

My sober house."

XI�WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY.

The history of the Xi, for the past three months, has been rather
tmeventful. She has suffered no defeat, nor has won any signal suc
cess. However, the only prize for the year yet given�for best pre
paration for college, ascertained by special examination�has been
taken by Brother Hillery, '88, and the appointment of orator for Wash

ington's birthday has been given to Brother Rowell of '85. While we

have thus had little outward manifestation of success, the inward work

ing of the chapter has been very harmonious and pleasant. Our meet

ings have been interesting and well attended.
We were glad to again welcome with us, if for only a few days,

Brother Abbott, formerly of '84, who was compelled to leave college at
the middle of his Junior year, on account of poor health, and has not
since been with us. Brother Abbott was leading his class when he left.
We miss from our number BrotherWelsh, '86, who has been necessarily
absent from the chapter for a few months, but are glad to hear he is
soon to return.
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Our musical committee are busy arranging for our annual " musical,"
which is to be given in our parlors next month. From the continual.
sound of musical instruments, we are lead to expect something in a

high degree entertaining. The chapter has given " musicals " yearly,
for the past four years, and they have become the social event of the
monotonous winter term. One or two of the other fratemities recently
aped us in this custom ; but, lacking the musical element, they have

been compelled to substitute the dramatic.
It is in the daily social life of the chapter that the true Psi U. spirit

is best seen. Whatever the Xi may attempt, she always aims to have

her social intercourse heathful and profitable. While she realizes.
that sociability is not enough of itself to make a true Psi U. chapter,
she also knows that a Psi U. chapter without sociability is no chapter
at all.

UPSILON�UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER.

But little that is eventful has crossed the path of the Upsilon and

served to turn her from " the even tenor of her way
" since my last

letter to the Diamond. Our weekly literary and business meetings are

very well attended, the roll call showing but few absences during the

entire term. They are the source of much real profit in many ways to
the brothers, and as such they are appreciated. We have made no ad

ditions to our number this term, but we have already commenced, in a,

slight way, the rushing season. There is every indication that the
class of 1889 will be an unusually good one, and from present indica
tions the Upsilon will be well represented in it. Two of the young men

we are rushing are brothers and one a son of graduates of the Upsilon.
This gives us a firmer hold upon the incoming class than we otherwise
would have.
The Junior class of the University has lately chosen its editors for our

college annual, the Interpres. Brother E. M. Foote, '86, represents
the Upsilon upon that board, and Brother. L. E. Pierpont, '86, is the
Psi U. editor of the Rochester Campus. Brother Foote says that the

Interpres of '86 will put to shame all previous issues, and if this prove
true it will stand without a rival among college annuals.
Dr. S. A. Lattimore, one of the Upsilon representatives inthecoUege

acuity, is giving the Seniors a course of weekly lectures on sanitary
science which, owing to the possible coming of cholera to this country
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next spring, is attracting considerable attention from the public. Two
of Rochester's daily papers published very complete reports of these
lectures.
I have the painful duty of recording this month the death of Brother

ProfessorW. H. Bosworth, who died athis home in this city Wednesday,
January 14th. Professor Bosworth graduated at Hamilton College in the
class of '58, and was one of our public school principals for a number of
years. Although not a member of the Upsilon, he always took an active
and kindly interest in all our doings, and his death is a severe loss to

Psi Upsilon in Rochester.

IOTA�KENYON COLLEGE.

Since the communication in the last Diamond, we at Iota have gone
through a very uneventful period of the college year, and a very-
eventful vacation of three weeks. The events of the latter, how

ever, are of no especial interest to anyone but those who enjoyed
them.
The results of last term's work were very gratifying to Psi U.'s at

Kenyon. Several of the men took high places in their classes, and all
did well. Without giving details, it is sufficient to say that no frater

nity here can show a record for last term at all comparable to that of
Psi U.
The Easter term began on the 7th of January. Our boys were all

back on good time. This is the term in which attention will turn more

strongly to athletics in view of the coming field-day in the spring. As
far as can now be told, we are not strong this year in athletics. While

by no means the weakest of the fraternities in that respect, yet we are

probably not the strongest of all. Still we have a very reasonable hope
that trainingmay develop in some of our Freshmen athletic powers not
as yet fully recognized. The gymnasium recently fitted up in Rosse

Hall, for the use of Kenyon students, affords better opportunities for

training than the old gymnasium offered.
If the Diamond coxAva\xe% as the fourth volume has begun, it will cer

tainly be a magazine worthy even of Psi Upsilon. The article of
Bro. Haynes on " The Meaning of Psi Upsilon " has called forth espe
cial praise from those with whom I have spoken on the subject. It
indeed deserves a careful reading on the part of every brother in Psi

Upsilon.
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PHI�MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY.

The life of the Phi runs on in the same smooth and pleasant manner
that it began with in October. Since then we have taken one more

member of the class of '88 into the fold, and a new member of the
class of "&6, both of them, of course, being superior men in every
way. The enthusiasm of the men, the high interest in the Fraternity
work, the excellence of the literary work�all are conclusive proofs
that the Phi chapter never presented a more pleasing picture, both
internally and externally, than it does at the present time.
A couple of hops and two or three " progressive euchres " in the

chapter house have been our social landmarks within the past two or

three months, and very charming affairs they were. Our house is

peculiarly fitted for social entertainments, and we generally take advan

tage of this fact whenever an opportunity presents itself This fact,
our possessing and using such facilities for entertaining years before any
other fraternity was so fortunate as to have a house, has given us a

:social prestige here that makes a taste of the town society the most

effective " rush " we can give a desired man.

By the way, inasmuch as the Phi has been in the enjoyment of a

chapter house longer than most of her sisters, and has the management
reduced to a very excellent system, at least so we consider it, it might
interest some of the brothers to take a brief glance at our life here.
The house is very conveniently arranged with drawing-rooms, lounging

'

room, and a couple of living rooms on the first floor, students' rooms on

the second and third floors, and dining and breakfast rooms, servants'

rooms, culinary department, &c. The house shelters twenty of the

twenty-eight of the active members of the chapter, and twenty-four of
us gather daily about the fraternal board to partake of the good dinners
for which the house is famous. At the beginning of this year we pur
chased a very handsome new table service, which completed the excel
lent appointments of the house. The house is managed by a steward
elected from one of the upper classes, assisted by two other members

appointed for the purpose. These assistants make and collect assess

ments for light, fuel, room-rent, etc., while it is the duty of the steward
to do all the buying for the table, attend to the salary of the matron,
who hires her own servants, and makes the proper assessments to meet
the expenses. The excellent management of our present matron, how
ever, lightens his duties very much, and all he has to do is to make out
and collect assessments and make his quarterly report. During the
winter months, while tennis and other out-of-door sports are only mem-
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ories of the past and expectations of the future, our " loafing time "

comes in the evening immediately after dinner, when we gather about
the piano in the lounging room for a jolly song, and spend an hour or
two in jovial, hearty good-fellowship. The boys vie with each other
in furnishing and fitting up their rooms ; and the result of this rivalry
has given the house by far the handsomest interior, through and through,
of any students' dwelling place in the town.

Our chapter library has progressed until it now contains about 300
well-selected volumes, among which are many autograph copies of the
works of Psi U.'s famous in literature.

OMEGA�CHICAGO UNIVERSITY.

It is with a feeling of pleasure that we write this letter, a feeling
produced by the prosperity and growth of our Fraternity. From every
chapter we have received the most favorable reports, expressed in the
most friendly terms, which add a charm to our brotherhood. These

reports have stimulated us to greater efforts, not alone in adding mem

bers to our chapter, but also in doing good class work ; and each mem

ber is striving for his own success and that of Psi U.
Our initiation occurred last month. It was a joyous affair and

proved in every way a success. A large number of our alumni, and
many from other chapters, were present. After the initiatory rites were

performed, we passed the time in singing and speech-making, and

finally broke up arousedby a greater desire to do all in our power in

working for the interest of our chapter.
We have now entered on a term with plenty of hard labor before us>

a term when not only exists the greatest rivalry in class work, but also
when most of the competition prize work is prepared, which always
arouses a spirit of emulation in every breast, for the desire for honor is
a weakness which almost every mortal possesses, and we are not

exempt from it. This is proved by the great effort which several of our
brethren aremaking in writing orations and essays, and all have made up
their minds to carry off the prizes, if their own talents and the fatespermit.
Still, with all our work, we can always find time for recreation. We
come together in our hall once a week, not alone for the purpose ot

pleasure, but also for the purpose of intellectual improvement, with the

thought that when we are striving to improve ourselves intellectually
we are at the same time aiding to build up our Fratemity.
The law-suitbetween the Union Mutual Life Insurance Company ai;d
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the University was settled on the 7th instant. It was decided in favor
of the insurance company. The Board of Trustees met on the follow
ing day to consider what was to be done in the matter. Two propo
sitions were brought forth, namely, either to make an appeal from the
decision, or else to raise sufficient money to buy the property from the
insurance company. They came to no conclusion, but the majority
was in favor of the latter. At all events, they are determined not to
let the matter rest until the University is placed on a firm financial basis.
The college authorities are more sanguine at present as to its prosper
ity, and we hope soon to be able to report some good progress toward
the desired end.

PI�SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY.

The new Diamond excited considerable enthusiasm and comment in
the Pi. The article on " The Meaning of Psi Upsilon " was read
with particular relish, as the ideal set forth by Brother Haynes had
always been the criterion of the Pi in campaigns. While we have never

neglected other considerations, our paramount aim has been and
always will be to secure the " fine fellows " of the class, whom every
brother could welcome as a " bosom friend." The strangest result of
this selection on the basis of " good fellowship " has been the pre
eminent success along literary and oratorical lines, particuariy the
latter. The only way the Pi could ever account for this remarkable
result was that the same qualities which make the " fine fellows " are

an essential ingredient in the make-up of the writer and orator. A
query was made in the article whether there is a homogeneity of charac
ter in the chapters. The Pi, situated in a railroad center in the midst of
the New York State colleges, and personally acquainted with the
brothers of the Chi, the Upsilon, the Psi and the Theta, can answer
for the New York chapters that they only differ geographically. If
not first, among the first, in their respective colleges in other respects,
the Psi Upsilons are unquestionably the " finest fellows " and the most

popular men m the New York college worid. So widely is this recog
nized that in many companies a Psi U. lodge is almost as good a pass
port as a letter of introduction.
Like some of the other chapters, we also have a custom of examining

the brothers on the constitution. Each term a night is set aside for the
^'
quiz on the constitution." A judge and a referee are selected, usu

ally from the active alumni brothers. The rest of the chapter is divided
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into two sides, the questioning being very much after the manner of a
" spell down." The losing side has to set up a banquet to the chap
ter, which the winning side orders. This expedient makes an other
wise dreaded task an evening of hilarity and enjoyment.
We have initiated another Freshman, Roundsville Wildman of

Somerset, who entered college this term. This makes a Freshman del

egation of five, who are fully capable of upholding the name of the
Pi. They have among their number the president and treasurer of the

class, the captain, manager, and two members of the base-ball nine, and
will contribute one member to the University nine.
A " Psi Upsilon Trust Association " has been incorporated under the

laws of the State, and will take immediate steps toward securing a

chapter-house fund. Within a few years we hope to erect a chapter
house which will be an ornament to the city, which boasts many beau
tiful buildings.
The Upsilon Kappas who have been initiated are developing a

right loyal Psi U. spirit. They have expressed their desire and de
termination to make by no means insignificant contributions to the

chapter house fund. Brother D. H. Rice of Boston has developed
his enthusiasm in the shape of a beautiful' oil-painting, a Christmas

present for the chapter rooms. Brother S. B. Ayres has also shown
liis interest in the chapter by the presentation of the skeleton of a
real Indian chief

CHI�CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

Cornell stands among the few colleges of this country which have
not suffered from the financial depression, now at its height. And
side by side with the prosperity of the University has come the pros
perity of the Chi. For the first time since the spring of 1882, we have
twenty active members. To some of the other chapters this may seem

.a small number for a chapter at a college of over five hundred men ;
but with ten fraterhities and hardly more than one hundred eligible
society men, the policy of the Chi has always been a conservative one,
and the utmost care is taken in the choice of men.

On Saturday evening, November 29th, G. B. Dusinberre, Geneva,
N. Y., of the Junior class, and C. G. Williams, Ithaca, N. Y., of the Soph
omore class, took the sacred vows at Psi Upsilon's altar.
When we returned to our winter term's work, we found our new

chapter house ready for occupation. The reception room has been
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greatly beautified by many elegant gifts from Brother President White
and Brother William Sage. We hope to see a full description of the
house in a future number of the Diamond.
The interest which is taken in the chapter by our professors, and the

standing of Psi U. at Cornell, was manifest at the first meeting in our

new chapter room, when Brother President A. D. White, Brother Pro
fessors C. C. Shackford, C. Babcock, W. T. Hewitt, H. S. White, A. N.
Prentiss, N. S. Williams, and Brother W. N. Sage were present.
Brother C. K. Adams of the Phi will deliver a course of lectures here
on Greek and Roman history, commencing January 25th. We hope
to hear his cheerful voice quite often in the chapter house. Among
the prospective pleasures of this term is a " house warming," at which
the Chi can pay her social debts in Ithaca, and we will be pleased if
some of the brothers of the Psi, Upsilon, Theta, Pi, and Eta, will make
a call on us at that time.

ETA�LEHIGH UNIVERSITY.

When the Eta's corresponding editor finished and mailed the effusion
which appeared in the last Diamond, he hove a sigh of relief, and pro
ceeded to map out an extended series of recreations which were to

recuperate his exhausted faculties. But vain are human hopes!
While yet but little adva'nced in the pleasing task of recovery, and
while still engaged in refilling his mental reservoir with figures, fact, and
fiction, he was prostrated by a request for another letter. The unhappy
editor sought aid of his brethren, but their assistance was in most part
confined to the suggestion, " Oh, tell them the baby sends greetings !"
Under these depressing circumstances what can the Diamond expect ?
In truth, after the gratifying statement that we lost no men in the

Christmas examinations, there is little to speak of but our commemora
tion " exercises " on the 24th of last November. These, as may be

supposed, were chiefly masticatory. The festive board was spread in
our parlors. It was a board about thirty feet long, and it accommo

dated a like number of Psi U.'s devotees. A toast card of grand pro
portions had been carefully prepared, and the selected aspirants to

oratorical fame rendered the called-for replies with unprecedented suc

cess, we being in that happy frame of mind when no one is inclined to
be hypercritical. And when the list was finished those who had been

congratulating themselves on being allowed to consume their supper
without being troubled by fears of forgetting a speech found their
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cause of rejoicing to be a poor one. For, amid the applause of those
who had already spoken, the toafit-master calmly proceeded to call

upon the dismayed exempts. Among these were most of the '88

delegation, and we were highly gratified at the manner in which they
acquitted themselves in reply to the unexpected demand of the chair

man and the soothing howls of " Speech !" from the other classes.

No one was admitted, it being a firmly established law of the Eta that

at a celebration of this sort every man shall speak, whether he can do

it well or not. We find the result of the rule eminently satisfactory.
Our professors, of course, " banquetted " with us, and were, as one

Freshman expressed it, " as bad as anybody." They are active partici
pants in all our joys and sorrows, and need no stimulus in their affec

tion for our chapter.
Before we write again the Eta will have celebrated her first birthday.

Presents on that occasions will be strictly in order, and her anticipa
tions of silver mugs, spoons, etc., from the elder sisters are rose-colored.

Nolite suam spem delere.
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THETA�UNION COLLEGE.

'44. Hon. Alex. H. Rice is one of the trustees of the newly organized
-Grazing and Mining Company, of Arizona.

'59. J. W. Westlake is one of the professors in the State Normal School
at Millersville, Pa.

'67. E. D. Ronan may be addressed at his law office, Tweddle Building,
Albany, N. Y. Brother Ronan wes the first subscriber to Vol. IV. of the
Diamond.

'69. James C. Bell, Jr., died at his home in Albany, N. Y., in February.
'78. C. M. Culver is practicing medicine at No. 91 Hawk Street, Albany,

N. Y.

'83. H. F. DePuy has been acting as instructor in mathematics at
Union since the death of Prof. Price.

DELTA�UNIVERSITY OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

'49. Wm. O. Rogers is Secretary, Treasurer, and Librarian of the Tulane
University, at New Orleans, La.

'59. Henry'Coit Day is cashier and paymaster of the Brunswick and
Western Railroad, and resides in Brunswick, Georgia.

'60. Rev. George D. Baker, D. D., late of Detroit, Mich., has accepted
a call from the First Presbyterian Church ofPhiladelphia, Pa.

'64. Enos M. Barton is Vice-President of the Western Electric Company
of Chicago, 111.

'68. Robert B. C. Bement is a member of the firm of Storrs & Bement,
at 8 1 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.

'76. Wm. Miles Ferguson is a member of the firm ofW. B. Ferguson &
Son, 226 South Street, New York City.
'78. Robert T. Yeaman is practicing law in Trinidad, Colo.
'78. Cornelius B. Zabriskie is in the office of the Laconia Land Com

pany, Laconia, Washington Territory.
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'79. Millis Fletcher Johnson is on the editorial staff of the New York
Tribune.

'81. E. F. Pearce, M. D., was married on the 3d of February to Miss
Emily Lyons of Brooklyn.

'82. Charles H. G. Jones, who is studying at the Union Theological Sem
inary, has been called to a church at Patchogue, L. I.

'84. A. S. Lyman is attending lectures at the Columbia Law School.

'84. H. B. Windsor is at present at Commerce, Polk County, Iowa. He
is recovering the use of his wounded arm.

BETA�YALE COLLEGE.

'41. Judge Hezekiah Sturges, the last of the famous "college bullies,"
a fine classical scholar, an upright magistrate, and a charming gentle
man," died December 4, 1884.
'49. Hon. F. M. Finch, the poet of his class, is serving a term of fourteen

years as Judge of the Court of Appeals in New York State.

'49. Wm. H. Jessup was one of th5 delegates at large from Pennsyl
vania to the last National Republican Convention at Chicago.
'52. A. N. Lewis is the rector of the Memorial Church of the Holy

Trinity at Westport, Conn.

'53. The report that Mr. Edmund C. Stedman will fill the chair of Eng
lish Literature at Yale College is not founded upon fact.

'53. Hon. A. D. White delivered a lecture before the German Philo
sophical Society in New York, January 28th, entitled " A New Study of
Christian Tomasius."

'56. Hon. Chauncey M. Depew delivered in New Haven, in support of
the Republican ticket, one of the most eloquent orations ever heard in that
�city. Brother Depew is now the President of the Yale College Alumni
Association of New York.

'62. Hon. D. H. Chamberlain, who still defends undergraduate classical
study, will deliver the next address before the Phi Beta Kappa Alumni As
sociation of New York.

'77. J. S. Thatcher is a physician in the Emigrant's Hospital on Ward's
Island, New York City.

'78. Marion Wilcox is an instructor in German at Yale College.
'79. Henry Y. Ten Eyck is on the staff of the Albany Evening Journal.

�"80. Rev. A. B. Nichols is a tutor in German at his Alma Mater.

'83. E. T. McLaughlin is tutor in English Literature at Yale College.

GAMMA�AMHERST COLLEGE.

'57. Rev. J. E. Elliott has accepted a call to the First Congregational
Church in Bridgewater, Conn.
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'68. Arthur Sherburne Hardy, professor of mathematics at Dartmouth,,
has recently been tendered, and has declined, the Presidency of Bowdoinf
College.
'72. Herbert B. Adams, professor of history at Johns Hopkins University,.

is Secretary of the American Historical Society.
'78. H. N. Gardnier has been appointed associate-professor of Philosophy

at Smith College, Northampton, Mass.

'79. S. W. Hubbard, M. D., has an office at 130 West 21st Street, New-
York city.
'81. W. L. Robbins is rector of the Episcopal Church at Lexington, Mass.

F. S. Christie is at Johns Hopkins University.
'82. Roland Cotton Smith was ordained deacon by Bishop Perry of Iowa,.

at Ascension Church, New York, on February 5, 1885.
'86. R. T. Smith has left college on account of ill-health.

ZETA�DARTMOUTH COLLEGE.

'60. Hon. Asa W. Tenney, United States District Attorney, has recently-
been confined to his bed by a severe illness.

'72. John H. Wright, Associate Professor of Greek at Dartmouth, was:.

elected Director of the American School at Athens, but we are informed
has declined the same.

'76. Wm. H. Brooks is one of the most brilliant lawyers of the Hamp
den (Mass.) County Bar. At the last election he was the Republican
candidate for Mayor of the city of Holyoke.

'76. Samuel C. Gamble is still practicing law at Circleville, Ohio. Last.
fall he was the Republican candidate for Prosecuting Attorney, but as the
Democrats have a standing majority of 1,000 in his district he failed ta-
"get there."
'76. Edward A. Greeley continued the practice of law at No. 7 Ex

change Place, Boston, Mass., until the last part of September, when, his
brother having obtained a position elsewhere, he took charge of the Gram
mar School in Woburn, of which his brother, Wm. B. Greeley, Zeta, '81,
was principal.

'76. James F. McElroy is Superintendent of the State Blind Asylum at
Lansing, Mich. He writes :

" We are living comfortably in our new house
erected for us by the State, which cost about $10,000. My attention hast
been given largely during the past two years to the planning and erection
of buildings, for which we have an appropriation of about $80,000. He has
abolished the use of gas in his institution, and the Edison light has beent.
substituted. Edith McElroy was born December 21,' 1883.
'76. Lewis W. Moray is the pastor of the Congregational Church at

Needham, Mass.

LAMBDA�COLUMBIA COLLEGE.

'47- Rev. I. L. Townsend, S. T. D., is the rectorof the Church of the In
carnation, at Washington, D. C. Residence, No. 1418 Corcoran Street
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'59. John Crosby Brown has been elected one of the Trustees of Colum
bia College.

'65. John Lenox Smith is one of the new members on the committee of
the Trustees on the School of Mines.

'72. John K. Rees has been made full " Professor of Geodesy and Prac
tical Astronomy." He recently lectured before the Phi Beta Kappa
Alumni of New York on

" The Great Telescopes of the World."

KAPPA�BOWDOIN COLLEGE.

'59. Prof. Stephen J. Young, formerly professor of Modern Languages
at Bowdoin, was elected, for the second time, to represent Cumberland

�County in the Maine Senate.

'60. Amos L. Allen, Alfred, Me., is in the employ of the government in
Ohio.

'60. Samuel M. Came, Alfred, Me., is engaged in the practice of law in
his native town.

'78. Barret Potter, Brunswick, Me., is tutor in Rhetoric in Bowdoin Col

lege. He was salutatorian of his class.

'78. Samuel F. Smith, Rockland, Me., has a law office in Boston.

'79. Vanney is in the fruit business, San Jose, Cal.
'80. G. L. Weil is practicing law in Lawrence, Mass.

'82. John Washburn, Minneapolis, Minn., married Miss E. P. Harding,
�sister of Carroll Harding, '81, last fall.

'83. R. C. Washburn is traveling in Europe.
'83. Herbert L. Allen is studying law with S. M. Came, at Alfred.

'83. Bros. Collins and Chase are studying medicine at the Maine Medical
� School.

PSI�HAMILTON COLLEGE.

'51. Charles Dudley Warner is the editor of the "Drawer" m. Harper's
. Magazine.

'51. Willard S. Pope is President and Engineer of the Detroit Bridge and
Iron Works. Address, 348 West Fort St., Detroit, Mich.

'67. During a recent absence of Henry Ward Beecher, the pulpit of Ply
mouth Church was filled by Rev. A. H. Bradford, of Montclair, N. Y.

'70. Hon. Isaac S. Signor, of Albion, was recently elected to the county
judgeship of Orleans County, N. Y.

'73. Dr. George W. Miles was recently elected a Fellow of the American

Academy of Medicine. This organization is, perhaps, the most exclusive

medical society in the United States, no physician being eligible unless he

^possesses a degree from some literary college.
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'73. Rev. C. F. Goss has accepted a call to Chicago, tendered him by
the church organized and for a long time conducted by D. L. Moody the
evangelist.

'82. G. H. Lawton occupies a responsible position in a bank at Atchison
Kans.

'82. It is rumored that E. C. Sherman, for two years Professor of Lan
guages in the Canandaigua Academy, intends taking a post-graduate course
in Greek at Johns Hopkins University.
'84. John P. Morrow is studying law in Towanda, Pa., under the super

vision of his father, Hon. P. D. Morrow, '52.

XI�WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY.

'52. Rev. Charles W. Bennett, D.D., formerly of Syracuse University,
has just been elected to the chair of Historical Theology in Garrett Biblical
Institute.

'69. Prof. C. T. Winchester has been delivering a series of six lectures
on the Elizabethan Age to large audiences in Middletown.

'74. Charles H. Blair is the senior partner of the prosperous law firm of
Blair & Horton, No. 149 Broadway, N. Y. City.
'74. Charles W. Smiley, whose able work on the last general Catalogueof Psi Upsilon so endeared him to all Psi U.'s, was the editor of "The Bul

letin of the U. S. Fish Commission, Vol. IV.," just issued from the Govern
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

'81. W. A. Meade is teaching in the Troy High School.

'84. Fred. A. Tasker is studying patent law in his father's office, Wash
ington, D. C.
'84. Geo. H. Davies is Instructor of Mathematics in the Seminary of

Augusta, Kentucky.
'84. George A. Carnelian is studying law with Judge Morgan, Xi, '71.

UPSILON�ROCHESTER UNIVERSITY.

'60. Francis A. Williams has a son, Francis C, in the chapter at present,
a member of the class of '88.
'66. J. Horace McGuire, who was unable to graduate with his class on

account of his enlistment in the army in 1862, was lately granted a diplomaby the trustees of the University without even having made a recitation or
passed an examination in the college.

c/^�; J�hnH. Barry, M.D., is at present located at No. 214 East 57thStreet, New York city.
^

vltr^7r^^^^^^ ?�� ^^^^ ^^ ^^'^'y admitted to the diaconate of the'Episcopal Church, and is m charge of St. Mark's parish in this city.
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'78. Ward T. Sutherland, formerly a professor at the Deaf Mute Insti
tute, Rochester, N. Y., is at present at the Yale Divinity SchooL

'82. Elmer C. Tracy is studying at the College ofPhysicians and Surgeons,.
New York city.
'83. Irving Washington was lately appointed Principal of No. 12 School

in Rochester.

'86. William C. Graves is at the Sanitarium in Battle Creek, Mich. He
is in hope ofreturning to college soon.

'86. William G. McKennan has gone into the banking business in Sioux
Falls, Dakota Territory.

IOTA�KENYON COLLEGE.

'63. John W. Wheeler died of pneumonia July 21, 1884.
'65. Henry B. Rogers was married on the 6th of January to Miss Clara

Tudor, of Mt. Vernon, O.

'67. John B. Jackson is a Trustee of Kenyon College.
'68. Edwin R. Proctor is farming near Washington C. H., Ohio.

'71. Geo. A. Baxter is Surgeon-in-chief of the " Queen and Crescent
Route."

'71. Rev. Hugh Maguire is Rector of the Church of our Savior, in Brook
lyn, L. I.

'71. Charles W. Tyler is on the staff of the New York Sun.

'72. Leonard Blake, Esq., recently had a considerable amount of prop
erty destroyed by lightning on his stock farm near Liberty, Ind. Mr.
Blake, who at the time was standing near his barn, himself felt the shock,.
but received no serious or permanent injury.
'74. Rev. Harry D. Waller is Rector of a church at East Walnut Hills,

Cincinnati.

'75. Harry H. Smith is a trade salesman with Alfred L. Clements, Cin
cinnati.

'75 and '76. Sam'l M. Johnson, '75, was married on the 3d of December
to Miss Norah Heron, of Connersville, Ind. The ceremony was performed
by Rev. Edward M. McGuffey, '76, who wore his pin in full view on his
surplice.
'77. Harry C. Benson is Second Lieutenant of the Fourth U. S. Cavalry,

now at Fort Huachuca, Arizona.

'77. Harry N. Hills is Rector of Kenyon Grammar School, .ind Treasurer
of Kenyon College.
'78. Geo. F. Klock was married recently to Miss Minnie D. Ross.

'79. J. D. Early, of the law firm of Henry & Early, Terre Haute, Ind.,
is a member of the Indiana Republican State Central Committee for the
Eighth Congressional District.
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'80. Angus W. Dun is engaged in mining at Mineral Park, Arizona.
'80. Dr. Chas. P. Peterman sailed as Surgeon on the Astor yacht, which

started last month for an eight weeks' trip to the Mediterranean.

'81. J. P. Coates expects to apply soon for admission to the bar.

''82. G. Fred. Anderson is in the Third National Bank of Sandusky, 0.
'82. Frank G. Willard is in the First National Bank of Topeka, Kans.

'87. Harry S. Griffith was married on June 17, 1884, to Miss Nellie M.
Gunsoulus, of Centerburg, O.

'87. W. W. Lanthurn is a music teacher and director of an orchestra in
Dayton, O.

PHI�UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.

'78. Geo. W. Knight, M. A., '83, Ph. D., '84, is Professor of History in
the Ann Arbor High School, a member of the American Historical So
ciety, a correspondent of the Nation, and an associate editor of the Fort

nightly Index.
'80. E. S. Sherrill will graduate at the College of Physicians and Sur

geons, N. Y., this spring, and will practice in Detroit.

'81. B. L. D'Ooge is instructor in Latin at Michigan University.
'82. James B. Herrick is principal of the High School at Peoria, 111. H.

B. Wilson is studying medicine at Michigan University.
'83. Abel,formerly of '80, was at Johns Hopkins University last year,

and is now at the Physiological Institute, Leipsic. Clarence A. Lightner is
doing Europe on a bicycle. Barnes and S. B. Schoyer are at Harvard Law
School. A. E. Miller is studying law at Detroit ; Edgar Scott at Council
Bluffs, Iowa, and John Morris, Jr. , at FortWayne, Ind. A. M. Brown is
practicing scientific farming at Schoolcraft, Mich. E. F. Mack is cashier
of Barnum's Wire and Iron Works, Detroit. E. N. Smith was Assistant
Librarian of Michigan University Library in 1883-4. Of '83's non-grad-
Aiates, Worden is a lawyer at Fort Wayne, Ind., and A. H. Brown, Jr., a

Montana miner.

'84. Tyler, law, Cleveland. Cornell, law, Chicago. Henchett, lumber,
Saginaw. Non-graduates : Conely, lumber, Detroit. Hinkley, grain busi
ness, Buffalo. Weaver, father's bank, Laporte, Ind. B. G. Brown, glu
cose, Topeka, Kans.

PI�SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY.

'IT. E. C. Manning is engaged in the manufacture of gas engines in Dey
Street, New York.

^ ^

'80. D. H. Hotchkiss has been elected secretary of the Straight Line
Engine Co.
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'8 1 . Boyd McDowell is a member of the law firm of Denton & McDowell
in Elmira, N. Y.
'8 1. D. E. Smith is traveling in the South, and will bring up at the New

Orleans Exposition as an objective point.
'82. S. B. Ayres is editor and proprietor of the Yates County Chronicle.

'82. George Loomis is studying law at Wilkesbarre, Pa.
'82. A. L. Wilter is "running a ranch" in Colorado.

'83. H. H. Pease is in the Syracuse Medical College.
'84. W. A. Wynkoop is bookkeeper in the Salt Springs National Bank.

'85. F. I. Stacy is in the Long Island Medical School, Brooklyn, N. Y.

CHI�CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

'74. J. F. Gluck, Alumni Trustee of Cornell University, submitted to the
alumni, last Commencement, an exhaustive report on the condition of the
University, which has been printed, and reflects great credit on the author.

'76. F. W. Noyes is a successful lawyer at Dansville, N. Y.

'77. W. E. Lucas is now with the commission house of Franklin Edson
& Co., New York City.
'82. F. D. White was married January 6th, at Syracuse, N. Y., to Miss

Annie Bruce. The elegant wedding brought together many Psi Upsilons.
'83. Jay H. Utley is practicing medicine at Los Angeles, Cal.

'85. C. C. Park goes to Southern California in February, and will have
charge of a ranch there.
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SOPHOCLES ANTIGONE.

Edited on the basis of Wolffs edition, by Martin L. D'Ooge, Phi, '62,
Professor of Greek in the University of Michigan, 192 pp. Ginn, Heath &

Co., Boston, 1884.
Among the announcements of Ginn, Heath & Co., the well-known text

book publibhers, in their catalogue of 1884, was a series of twenty-four
Greek text-books. The series was originally supervised by Prof. J. W,
White of Harvard and Prof L. R. Packard, Beta, '56; butwhen the condi-

ition of the latter's health had become hopeless, Prof. T. D. Seymour took
his place. The appearance of the initial member of the series has been

anxiously looked for, and Prof. D'Ooge's work fully meets all expectations.
It is edited on the basis of Wolffs edition, and shows throughout a careful

study of the German author's work. Other valuable editions have been

brought into requisition in the preparation of the work, and the result is a

text showing marked improvement over many predecessors. Several pas
sages show omissions of undesirable parts, enlargement of others, and alter
ations of a valuable character. The appendix to the book furnishes con

clusive proof of the careful eradication of conjectural readings. The play
is followed by a rhythmic scheme of the lyric parts, taken from Schmidt's
" Rhythmic and Metric." This, with the rejected renditions at the foot of
the text, twenty pages of textual criticism, and a careful review of the play,
form valuable features of this edition. The printing of the notes on the

same page as the text, in conformity with the European custom, is a credit
able innovation. A tendency to literalness of translation characterizes the
editor's ^work, and appears as an objection, inasmuch as it is apt to convey
the idea to the student that a literal is preferable to a poetic rendition. The

typographical work is highly commendable, and certainly realizes the an

nouncement of the intention to reduce the strain on the eyes. Withal we ven
ture a high compliment to the editor for his thorough work, and predict the
first rank for this among the Greek texts of America.

LAMPS AND PATHS.

A series of sermons preached on Children's Day by Rev. Theodore T.

Munger, Beta, '51, cloth, gilt edges, 231 pp. Houghton, Mifflin & Co.,
Boston and New York, 1885.
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The book of the .above title is the third of a series of published sermons

by Rev. Theodore T. Munger, Beta, '51, of North Adams, Mass. It is
a collection of sermons delivered on Children's Sunday in June, from 1878-
1884 inclusive, together with a Pastoral Address and a discourse on Home.
To the second edition is added four chapters, fitting it, as the author desires,
as a prelude to "On the Threshold," a work intended for older children.
The texts chosenmightappear, on a casual glance, of a character difficult for
children to master, but the preacher's charming style and feUcity in the
choice of example has added a new charm to the topics. The quotations
which precede each part show the skill of a trained hand and able mind in
their choice. The same earnestness which characterized his previous
works prevails in these collections of thoughts for children. Although
they partake of the character of memorials of departed children, yet there
is a remarkable freshness of thought, a store of useful advice and informa
tion and choice grouping of expressions, which will make this book welcome
to all children, and to those who are interested in their moral growth.
The author has not erased the localisms with which the addresses abound,
and we venture the coloring, which frequent references to Berkshire beauty
show, will please all. The work is from the well-known publishers, Messrs.
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., and in typography, binding, and general press-
work reflects credit upon the publishers.

NOTES.

�The Book Fellows' Club, a coterie of book lovers in New York, have
just issued the first of a series of selected poems from favorite authors, in
limited editions. " Songs and Ballads " is its title, and Edmund C. Sted-

men, Beta, '53, the favorite author. It contains thirty poems carefully
selected from his productions, and they are accompanied by neat illustrations
and an etched portrait of Mr. Stedman. The presswork, which is beauti

ful, is by T. L. DeVinne & Co., the printers of Century.
�Prof. W. W. Goodwin, Alpha, '51, sends an extended communication

to the Nation of January 29th, on the " Greek of the Future." It would

appear to a casual reader that his comment on Prof. Youmans' article in

he North American Review, on " Herbert Spencer's Latest Critic," is a

well-timed one.

�Pres. James B. Angell, Sigma, '49, ofMichigan University, contributes
a valuable article on the "Relationsof the Western Powers to China," to the

January number of the Bibliotheca Sacra. It clears up all misunderstand

ings on the Franco-Chinese question.
�Judge A. W. Tourgee, Upsilon, '62, appears among the contributors

to recent numbers of the Congregationalist in two masterly pieces, entitled,
" The Negro View of the Destiny of his Race.
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�The "Friendly Edition of Shakespeare's Works," in twenty volumes,
edited by W. J. Rolfe, Gamma, '49, is announced by Harper Bros. It is
more condensed in form than the same editor's "Scholar's Edition," which
appeared some time ago, and shows the same careful work which Mr. Rolfe

gives to all his literary labor.
�Edmund C. Stedman's, Beta, '53, paper on Dr. 0. W. Holmes, in the

February Century, has met with highly commendatory criticism. It treats

the life and work of this eminent author in an able manner.

�The act regulating international copyright laws, introduced in the Sen
ate by Hon. J. R. Hawley, Psi, '47, has met with the approval of many
prominent publishing houses�among others. Harper Bros., Chas. Scribner's
Sons, Henry Holt & Co., and G. P. Putnam's Sons.
�Chas. Scribner's Sons announce the early appearance of a new edition

of Dr. J. G. Holland's, Gamma, '51, complete works, in fifteen volumes.
�Hon. William Walter Phelps, Beta, '60, contributed a sketch of the life-

work of the late Hon. Clarkson N. Potter, Theta, '42, to the Independent
They were co-laborers in Congress and friends of long standing, and the
tribute is a fitting one to such an esteemed man.

�Hon. Eugene Schuyler, Beta, '59, has presented over six hundred rare

books to Cornell University's library. They consist mainly of valuable
works on Peter the Great, Turkestan, etc., collected while acting as consul-

general at Buckharest, Constantinople, etc.
�In the tenth volume of the tenth census recently issued from the Gov

ernment Printing Office, appear articles by Hon. Joseph D. Weeks, Xi, '69,
on the "Building Stones of the United States " and "The Manufacture of
Coke."
�Among the prominent theological works which made their appearance

towards the close of last year was "God and Bread," a series of sermons
by Marvin R. Vincent, D.D., Lambda, '54, of New York, from the press of

Dodd, Mead & Co.
�Ginn, Heath & Co. announce "Methods of Teaching History," by A.

D. White, Beta, '53, and others.
�G. P. Putnam's Sons have been made the publishers of the American

Historical Association, and announce in the form of serial monographs two

opening numbers of the series :
" Origin and Progress of the Association,''

by Prof. H. B. Adams, Gamma, '72 ; "Addresses on Studies in General
History and theHistoryofCivilization, "by President A. D.White, Beta, '53.
�The latest issue of the " American Men of Letters " series, edited under

the supervision of Charles Dudley Warner, Psi, '51, is "Edgar A. Poe,''
by George E. Woodberry.
�J. Willis Westlake, Theta, '59, Professor in the Normal School at

Millersville, Pa., and author of several valuable text books, sends the details
of a particularly bold case of " Literary Piracy" to the CHtic of January
17th, which show the urgent need of a strong international copyright law.
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�In the "College Series of Greek Authors" published by Ginn, Heath
& Co., we note the following volumes by Psi Upsilons : "Aeschines," by
Rufus B. Richardson, Ph. D., Beta, '69, Professor of Greek in Dartmouth

College; "Aristophanes�Knights," by W. W. Goodwin, Ph. D., Alpha,
'51, Eliot Prof, of Greek Literature in Harvard University; "Homer,
Odyssey," by L. R. Packard, Ph. D., Beta, '56, late Hillhouse Prof, of Greek
In Yale College; " Lycurgus," by J. H. Wright, A.M., Zeta, '73, Associate
Prof of Greek in Dartmouth College; "Sophocles Antigone," by M. L.

D'Ooge, Ph. D., Phi, '62, Prof, of Greek in the University of Michigan.
�S. C. Gregg & Co. of Chicago, 111., announce the appearance of
" Kant's Critique of Pure Reason " and " British Thoughts and Thinkers,"
by George S. Morris, Zeta, '61, Professor of Ethics and History of Philos-
-ophy in Michigan University.
�A peculiar coincidence has been brought to the notice of Judge A. W.

Tourgee, Upsilon, '62, in the existence of a work bearing the same title as

liis recent novel, "An Appeal to Caesar." Its author was Thomas Violet ; it
treats of the export ofbullion and was published in London, England, in 1660.

�Edmund C. Stedman, Beta, '53, is said to be completing his long-
'Cxpected work on the " Poetry of America."
�James Pott & Co. of New York have published " The Seabury Memo

rial Sermon," delivered by Rev. Morgan Dix, Lambda, '48, in Trinity
Church. It contains a portrait of Bishop Seabury and valuable explanatory
notes.
�The Andover Review, a new Religious and Theological Review, has

made its appearance from the press of Houghton, Mifflin & Co. Among
the editors, who are Professors in Andover Theological Seminary, we note

Rev. Egbert C. Smyth, Kappa, '48, Professor of Ecclesiastical History at

Andover.
�
" The Theistic Argument as Affected by Recent Theories," and " Ora

tions and Essays with Selected Parish Sermons," by the late Prof. J. L.
Diman, Sigma, '51, of Brown University, have been carefully edited by
Prof. George P. Fisher, and appear from the house of Houghton, Mifflin
�& Co., in two 8vo volumes.

�Rev. T. J. Munger's "Lamps and Paths," mentioned elsewhere in our

�columns, and which has passed through a second edition, has been recom

mended for Sunday-school use by the Congregational Sunday-school
Society, and about two hundred copies have been furnished for that purpose.
�Shaksperiana, edited by W. J. Rolfe, A.M., Gamma, '49, with the

January number begins its second volume. Improvements in general
make-up and smaller size page are noticeable.
�Under the pseudonym of "The Bystander," Prof. Goldwin Smith,

Chi, '45, of Toronto University, is a frequent contributor to The Week, a
leading Canadian journal published at Toronto, Ontario.
�G. P. Putnam's Sons have issued "British Orations," in three volumes,

edited by Prof. Chas. Kendall Adams, Phi, '61, of Michigan University.
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GEORGE HENRY ATKINSON, M. D., ZETA '71.

George Henry Atkinson, M. D. (Zeta, '71), died December 27, 1884,.
at his residence in Brooklyn, N. Y. Bro. Atkinson was one of Brooklyn's
most prominent physicians, and the cause and manner of his death
aroused a wide-spread interest in the sad event.
For a man of his age his success was almost phenomenal. Though

only a little over ten years in practice he had attained to an enviable-
reputation as a surgeon, and had one of the largest general practices-
in the city.
Born in Oregon City, Oregon, September 16, 1849, he was only

thirty-five years old at the time of his sudden demise. His early edu
cation was received at his Western home, but in 1867 he came East
and entered Dartmouth, was initiated into Psi Upsilon, and in due
time graduated with his class in 187 1.

While at Dartmouth he began the study of medicine, and on the
completion of his collegiate course came to Brooklyn and entered at
the Long Island College Hospital Medical School, where in 1873 he
received his diploma.
He was appointed hospital interne for one year, and soon after

leavipg the hospital opened an office at 98 Pineapple Street, where he
continued until his death. His connection with the Long Island Hos
pital was never broken from the time he entered it as a student, until,
through successive stages, he received his appointment as visiting sur

geon. At the time of his death he was also lecturer on surgery and
genito-urinary diseases in the college.
Dr. Atkinson was always a leader in whatever enterprise he became-

engaged. Possessed of great personal magnetism, he made friends
wherever he went. His splendid physique and genial, hearty manner,.
combined with a ready tact and an almost intuitive perception ofmen's-
characters, and the motives which actuated them, gave him a wonder
ful control of his patients.
His death resulted from the effects of a wound received last sum

mer while operating upon a patient suffering from blood-poisoning.
The wound received then troubled him for more than two months, but
finally healed under the: treatment instituted, and he began to hope that
the poison had been eliminated from his system. But early in Decem
ber shght symptoms of paralysis began to show themselves ; these-
gradually became more manifest, and finally one week before he died
he awoke to find his right side paralyzed and his power of speech gone.
At this time, though conscious of events transpiring around him, he-

had lost all sense of his dreadful position, and in one short week, de
spite every effort of his brother physicians, he passed quietiy away.
By his death his patients have lost one who cannot, in their estima

tion, be replaced, and his profession a member who gave promise, had'he lived, of reaching a position of the highest eminence.
E. F. Pearce, Delta, '81.

^
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